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Preface
Growing up, about all we knew of our ancestry is that we were 7/8 German and 1/8 English, that our
German ancestors immigrated to Perrysburg, Ohio, and that at some point the spelling of our name had
evolved to Shiple, perhaps due to anti-German sentiment or due to a hurried immigration officer at
Ellis Island. Grandpa Leo Shiple died before we were born and Grandma Helen Shiple died while we
were still young, so we never heard stories about the older generations. We grew up not knowing any
Shiples beyond our first cousins, and we weren’t sure there even were any other Shiples. This seemed
plausible given that Grandpa's only brother Chester never had children, and further back there were
reported to have been several priests in the family.
This view of our world started to change in the mid-1980s when our Dad made contact with Rita Mae
Klar [S164.386]. 1 She produced a family tree showing all the descendents of a certain Sebastian
Shiple. The document also mentions that Sebastian had two brothers, George and Andrew, and that
they immigrated to Wood County, Ohio, from Bavaria. Perrysburg is in Wood County, so we were
probably related, but there was no sign of anybody we knew in this tree. Rita wrote, "Who knows, we
might be very distant cousins. Anything is possible."
The big breakthrough came in January 1989 when our brother David stumbled upon another David
Shiple while working at the Cleveland Clinic hospital. Our David sent a copy of Rita's tree to David's
parents, to which they responded: "The tree that you sent us is our family tree - the same one we
have." The letter went on to relate that David's grandfather, Frederick Joseph [S164.342] (b. 1917),
knew of our Dad, and knew that Frank was our great-grandfather, but Frederick wasn't sure if Frank
was George’s or Andrew's son. So at that point we knew that we were descended from one of
Sebastian’s brothers, and that everybody in Rita’s tree was in fact a distant cousin. David and Kelly
visited Fred and family in March 1989 and were shown the original Shiple farmland in Perrysburg.
Then in March 1997 Thomas was contacted over the Internet by Tim Shiple [S164.3491], who
presented a family tree that showed that we were descended from George. 2 But Tim's tree was
missing most of Leo's grandchildren, so we added Leo's descendents to Tim's tree and then forgot
about the genealogy business for a few years.
The next milestone in our genealogical journey was the publication of the Walter and Mary Thome
Family book in 2005 by our maternal uncle, Bill Thome. This inspired us to write a book about the
Shiple family. Within a week of launching our project in May 2007 we re-established contact with
Tim Shiple and made contact with our third cousin, Alva Stone [S167.1491]. Alva provided us with
copies of several primary documents that further cemented the ancestral line of George - Frank - Leo.
As we assembled what was already known about the Shiple family it became clear that nobody knew
from where in Bavaria they came, or when they landed in America. We set this as our challenge.
After finding a key immigration record concerning George and Andrew’s arrival, we hired a Bavarian
genealogist in October 2007. The genealogist was able to locate their birth place as Gingkofen, and
was able to push the family tree back another three generations. This effort culminated with our visit
to Bavaria in March 2008 when we visited the villages and churches where our ancestors lived and
prayed more than 200 years ago. We followed this by a trip to Perrysburg in February 2009 where we
met fourth cousins and toured the farmland the Shiples worked several generations ago.
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Each person in the Scheupel ancestral line is given a number. Sebastian Scheupel, born in 1712, is S1. His children are
numbered S11, S12, and S13, in the order of their birth, and so on. A dot in the number separates the generations born in
Bavaria from those born in America. For example, our great-grandfather Frank is S167.7; he was the seventh child of the
first generation born in America.
2
In spite of this, in 1999 Thomas gave his second son, Eric, the middle name of Sebastian, rather than George, because he
liked Sebastian better. This choice was vindicated in 2008 when we discovered that Eric’s great-great-great-great-great
grandfather was named Sebastian.
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We owe a special thanks to Tim Shiple and Alva Stone for bringing us up to date on the Shiple family
in America. We thank Richard Baranowski at Way Library in Perrysburg, and Steve Charter at
Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio, for providing original documents on the
Shiple family. We received a warm welcome on our trip to Bavaria; sincere thanks go to Reinhard
Hofer, Reinhard Böhm, Karl Ammer, and the Haller, Schmal and Haselbeck families.
The cover is an original water color painting of the church in Hainsbach by Judy Cowper, a maternal
aunt of Thomas’s wife, Suzanne.
As work on our ancestry progressed, feelings of melancholy arose for not having our father Bernie
with us to share his memories of the Shiples, and for not being able to share our new findings with
him. We dedicate this book to his memory.
March 2009
Thomas R. Shiple [S167.7236]
Kelly A. Shiple [S167.7237]
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1. Introduction
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Over 60 million Americans (20%) trace their roots to German speaking lands. 3 However, few of these
trace their roots to the Scheupel family because Scheupel (and its American variant Shiple), was then,
and still is, a rare name. Three Scheupel brothers emigrated from Bavaria to the United States in the
1840s. This period was the start of a great wave of German immigration that lasted until the end of
the nineteenth century. During this time Germans were the largest single immigrant group to
America. In fact, in the decade of the 1840s, one quarter of the two million new arrivals to the US was
German, and in the 1850s this percentage climbed to 37 percent. 4
By 1860 the great swath of land stretching from New York west to St. Louis and north to Minnesota
was known as the “German Belt”. 5 Roughly half of the German immigrants made their way to cities,
and the other half, including the Scheupels, settled in farming areas. In general, the opportunities for
farm ownership in Germany were worsening, while America, and in particular the Old Northwest,
represented a land rich in farming opportunity. The Scheupels landed in Wood County, Ohio, where
they bought and cleared land to create productive farms. They maintained this rural way of life into
the first couple decades of the twentieth century. In time, some of the Shiple families moved across
the Maumee River to Lucas County and Toledo. It was only after WWII and the economic expansion
of the 1950s that Shiples started to leave farming and northwestern Ohio to seek opportunities in other
professions and other parts of the US. Today Shiples can be found in the four corners of the US and
abroad. Shiples have climbed the highest ladders of education and can be found in the fields of
medicine, engineering, finance, military, and manufacturing.
This book relates the Scheupel family history starting from our earliest knowledge of the family,
around 1700, to our grandfather’s generation, around 1900. The first part of the book describes
everything we know about the Scheupel family in Germany. The second part of the book picks up
with the immigration of the Scheupels to America in the 1840s. 6 The book is rounded out with an
accounting of the evolution of the Scheupel name, and a biographical sketch of a notable Shiple. The
appendix includes reproductions of key records.
This book is a collaborative and living document. There's not a section in the book that wouldn't profit
from a more rigorous and expanded treatment. Contributions are welcome. The appendix lists a series
of unexplored or unanswered topics for those that want to push the frontiers of our knowledge further.
With each passing year, more material is made available on the Internet, so the answer to a question
that was unattainable one year may be just a few keystrokes away a few years later.

2. Scheupels in Bavaria
2.1. Introduction
The Scheupel immigrants were born in Gingkofen, Bavaria. Today Bavaria (Bayern in German) is
one of 16 states in Germany, but until the founding of the modern German state in 1871 Bavaria was
an independent kingdom. In 1818, when the Scheupel brothers were still children, Bavaria adopted
what was then considered a modern constitution with a bicameral parliament. Construction of the
famous castle of Neuschwanstein in Füssen was started in 1869 by Bavarian King Ludwig II a couple
of decades after the brothers left Bavaria.

3

http://www.usatoday.com/travel/destinations/10great/2006-10-05-german-places_x.htm
Stephen A. Flanders. Atlas of American Migration. 1998.
5
Ibid.
6
Most of the general knowledge of these chapters comes from Wikipedia articles, en.wikipedia.org.
4
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Figure 1. Modern map of Germany. Bavaria is the large orange state in the south east.

Gingkofen is a hamlet with around 30 homes, surrounded by farmland. The closest church is in the
village of Hainsbach, 1 km to the north. In the nineteenth century Gingkofen belonged to the
“Landgericht” (regional court, a sort of county) of Pfaffenberg. Pfaffenberg is also the name of a
small city, now known as Mallersdorf-Pfaffenberg, located 19 km to the W-SW of Gingkofen. Today
Gingkofen is located in the “Landkreis” (district) of Straubing-Bogen, which itself is part of the
administrative region of Lower Bavaria (Niederbayern). The capital of Bavaria is Munich, which is
located 120 km southwest of Gingkofen.

7

Figure 2. Bavarian administrative regions.

Figure 3. The administrative region of Niederbayern showing the district of Straubing-Bogen.

Figure 4. The district of Straubing-Bogen. Note the towns of Pfaffenberg in the extreme west, Hainsbach in central
west, Schwimmbach just south of Hainsbach, and Hankofen east of Schwimmbach. Gingkofen is just south of
Hainsbach. The Danube River flows through the city of Straubing.
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Figure 5. Entering Gingkofen from Hainsbach. Both of these villages are now within Geiselhöring city limits.

In many respects Bavaria is quite distinct from the rest of Germany. Due to their long independence
the Bavarians have maintained a strong sense of national identity. Roman Catholicism is the
predominant religion in most of Bavaria, whereas Lutheranism is widespread in the rest of Germany.
Bavarians are attached to their traditional costumes, music, and dialect songs and poems. Bavaria is
famous for its annual Oktoberfest, and Bavarians drink more beer than other Germans (45 gallons on
average per year). Finally, compared to other Germans, Bavarians are regarded as more egalitarian
and folksy.

2.2. Genealogical Treasure Hunt
When we started this project little was known about the place of origin of the Scheupel family in
Germany. The only information passed to us by other family researchers came from the obituary of
George Scheupel [S167.] that states that he was from “Gunghoffen, Landgericht, Pfaffenberg, Bavaria,
Germany.” We didn’t get very far with this clue. First, there are no Gunghoffens in modern
Germany, and to make matters worse, there are several towns in Bavaria that sound like Gunghoffen:
Gangkofen, Gingkofen, Gengkofen, Kindhofen, Ginglkofen, and Gindlkofen. Second, we didn’t know
if Landgericht was a place or referred to an administrative unit. Third, there are at least eight
Pfaffenbergs in Bavaria. In Bavaria “pfaffe” is slang for priest, “pfaffen” is the plural of “pfaffe”, and
“berg” means hill. 7 So Pfaffenberg means the hill where the priests live. It’s not surprising then that
there are many Pfaffenbergs in Bavaria. Lastly, we were led astray by a researcher of the Haas family
who concluded that the Scheupel family was probably from the Pfaffenberg next to the town of
Oberailsfeld, because the family of Catherine “Haas”, 8 the wife of Andrew [S165.], was from this
town.
Shortly after we embarked on the genealogical trail we unearthed a key document, namely the 1847
ship manifest for George, Andrew, and several family members (see Appendix 1.3). This lists the
towns they were from as Kinkhofen, Weichshofen, and Schwimmbach. There is no Kinkhofen in
modern Germany, but it does bear some resemblance to the Gunghoffen of George’s obituary. On the
7

Klaus Eckl, Synopsys colleague in Munich, private communication, June 2007.
Records found subsequently indicate that Catherine’s family name was Haseneder, and not Haas. We have not reconciled
this difference of where Haas came from in the American records versus the marriage record found in Bavaria showing her
name as Haseneder.
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other hand, Weichshofen and Schwimmbach both still exist, and there is only one of each in Germany,
and these two towns are separated by a mere 5 km. This looked very promising. Looking in the
vicinity of these towns we found a Gingkofen, which bears a nice resemblance to both Gunghoffen
and Kinkhofen, and is just 5 km to the north of Schwimmbach. And to top it off, all three of these
towns are about 20 km east of a Pfaffenberg.
Gingkofen then seemed like a good place to focus our search, but we realized that even if we were
right it would not be easy to find the records to prove the Scheupel origins since they were likely only
to be found in Germany, and they were likely to be written in a language we did not understand. At
this point we decided to hire a professional genealogist, Reinhard Hofer of Passau. Mr. Hofer had the
advantage of living in the same region of Bavaria as these towns and was very familiar with accessing
the church records of the area. We only supplied Mr. Hofer with information we thought to be factual,
and didn’t lead him with any of our speculations. It turns out that he identified Gingkofen by applying
the same logic that we did. He took the next step by establishing Hainsbach as the closest village to
Gingkofen having a church, and thus likely to have records testifying to the Scheupel family history.
The Hainsbach records are in an excellent state and contain an alphabetical list of the names appearing
in the records. After a short search Mr. Hofer hit the jackpot, finding the birth records of the three
Scheupel brothers, with the names and birthdates exactly as we knew them from records assembled in
America. He subsequently pushed the family line back three more generations, to the nearby village
of Hankofen.
There remained two questions for Mr. Hofer regarding geography: What is the connection between
Gunghoffen and the modern day Gingkofen, and how does Pfaffenberg enter the picture? He
answered:
It is a matter of dialect. In dialect it was always and still is pronounced like Ginghofen.
It was written and recorded as Günghofen (Umlaut Ü) or Güngkofen until ca. 1850.
Only in ca. 1900 the spelling was fixed to Gingkofen.
Until 1864 the region was called Landgericht (land court) Pfaffenberg. Then it was
reformed to Bezirksamt Mallersdorf. Since 1972 it is reformed and called county
(Landkreis) Mallersdorf (with the added) -Pfaffenberg, with different boundaries, but
Gingkofen still is within it.

2.3. Family Tree
The oldest ancestor we know of is Jacob Scheippel. The only information we know about him is that
he fathered Sebastian in 1712. We don’t know if Sebastian had any siblings. Table 1 lists the children
and grandchildren of Jacob.
ID
S1
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S161
S162

Name
Sebastian Scheippel
+ Walburga [unknown surname]
Joseph Scheipl
Theresia Scheipl
Mathias Scheuppl
+Eva Six/Stemmer (2nd wife)
Magdalena Scheipl
Catharina Scheippel
Andreas Scheippel
+ Elisabeth Egenhofer
Joseph Scheupel
Theresia Scheupel

Birth
1712
1752
1754
1757
1762
1764
1766
1796
1798

Death
1795
1797
1819
10

S163
S164
S165
S166
S167
S168
S17
S18
S19
S1A
S1B

Juliana Scheupel
Sebastian Georg Scheupel
+ Margaretha Goetz
Andreas Scheupel
+ Catherine Haseneder
Anna Maria Scheupel
Johann Georg Scheupel
+ Magdalena Zankl
Elisabeth Scheupel
Anna Maria Scheippel
Barbara Scheippel
Maria Apollonia Scheippel
Maria Susanna Scheippel
Sebastian Scheuppel

1804
1807
1822?
1809
1816
1812
1813
1822
1819
1767
1769
1771
1771
1773

1893
1904
1854
1892
1890
1908
1820
-

Table 1. Descendents of Jacob Scheippel. The three brothers shown in bold are the immigrants; they are sons of
Andreas, and grandsons of Sebastian. (For Sebastian S164, his birth date is listed on his Ohio tombstone as 1807,
but as 1808 on his baptism record.)

It is remarkable that in an age of low life expectancy, our ancestors fathered children into their late
40s, and lived to be quite old. Table 2 shows five successive generations starting from our 4-great
grandfather and going to our grandfather. Only four generations were born in the 18th and 19th
century. Over the nearly 200 years separating Sebastian and Leo, one would normally expect to see 810 generations, rather than 5.
ID
S1
S16
S167
S167.7
S167.72

Name
Birth Year
Sebastian
1712
Andreas
1766
Johann Georg
1813
Frank
1859
Leo
1904

Age at Son’s Birth
54
47
46
45
-

Death Age
83
53
77
81
-

Table 2. Successive generations.

2.4. Scheupel Villages
2.4.1. Introduction
During the 18th and 19th centuries the Scheupels lived in several different villages located in an arc
about 15 km southwest of Straubing. The area was then, and still is today, dominated by rolling
farmland, with small villages interspersed every few kilometers. Even though these villages are rural,
the Scheupels would have seen the splendors of nearby cities. In Mallersdorf to the west is located a
huge monastery dating from 1107. To the northeast is the beautiful city of Straubing with its
trademark tower and large marketplace. And finally, about 40 km to the northwest is Regensburg
where the Romans had a fortress on the Danube River to defend their northern frontier. The town
grew into a major ecclesiastical center with several monasteries and over a dozen churches, earning it
the nickname “Rome of the North.”
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Figure 6. Rolling farmland. Schwimmbach (left) and Hankofen (right).

Figure 7. Straubing, March 2008.

Even though the region enjoyed peacetime when the Scheupels emigrated, the area was not immune to
warfare. The populace probably suffered the most during the Thirty Years’ War with Sweden, 1618 –
1648. 9 The Protestant Swedes burned the Catholic churches (including the one at Schwimmbach in
1645) and caused general havoc. Also, during the subsequent Austrian, Spanish, and Bavarian Wars
of Succession during the 1700s, the people would have been subjected to house raids and theft of farm
animals by the Austrian occupiers.
Our ancestors were farmers, so the subject of land ownership is particularly relevant. The Seligenthal
Monastery in Landshut was founded in 1232 when it received “hundreds of farms from all over Lower
Bavaria to keep their economy going.” 10 Across all of Bavaria, the Catholic Church owned more than
50% of the land. The farmers on this land were tenants, and usually paid rent to the monastery in the
form of grain. The farmers could not sell the land, but they could pass it to their children. This feudal

9

From Wikipedia, 2008: “The major impact of the Thirty Years' War, in which mercenary armies were extensively used,
was the devastation of entire regions scavenged bare by the foraging armies. Episodes of widespread famine and disease
devastated the population of the German states … while bankrupting many of the powers involved. Over the course of the
war, the population of the German states was reduced by about 30%; Germany’s male population was reduced by almost
half. The Swedish armies alone destroyed 2,000 castles, 18,000 villages and 1,500 towns in Germany, one-third of all
German towns.”
10
Richard Hofer, private communication, 2009. This section relies heavily on his knowledge.
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order began to disintegrate at the dawn of the nineteenth century due to the upheaval that Napoleon
brought:
In 1797, Napoleon Bonaparte of France defeated the armed forces of the Holy Roman
Emperor and by the Treaty of Campo Formio annexed all the lands of the Holy Roman
Empire west of the Rhine River. The Holy Roman Emperor was bound by duty to
compensate the now stateless monarchs who lost their lands to grant them new estates.
The only available lands were those held by the Prince-Bishops, so they were
secularized and dispersed amongst the monarchs of Germany. The ecclesiastical states
were generally annexed to neighboring secular principalities. Monasteries and abbeys
lost their means of existence as they had to abandon their land and closed in large
part. 11
In particular, the Kingdom of Bavaria actually controlled the Phalz, land west of the Rhine that was
annexed by Napoleon. As compensation for their loss, in 1803 all the land of the Seligenthal
Monastery passed to the Kingdom in a process known as “Saekularisation”. The farmers now had to
pay taxes to the State in cash. This “caused many bankruptcies among farmers and was one reason for
the mass emigration from 1840 onwards.” 12 It’s not clear to us at what point the land became private
and the owners had the right to sell the land.
The earliest recorded presence of the Scheupels that we have found is in Hankofen in the early 1700s.
From there our direct ancestor Andreas [S16] moved in 1795 to Gingkofen, 13 km to the northwest,
where the three immigrant Scheupel brothers were born in the early 1800s. On the ship manifest of
1847 George listed Gingkofen as his village of departure, and Andrew listed nearby Schwimmbach.
We do not know from which village brother Sebastian emigrated in 1840. Other Scheupels appear in
the late 1700s in Pilsting and Peigen, in the early 1800s in Haberdorn, and in the mid-1800s in
Dungerfalter and Schwimmbach (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Map of ancestral area of the Scheupels. In the lower right is Hankofen, and about 20 km away in the
upper left is Geiselhöring. Between these two are Hainsbach, Gingkofen and Schwimmbach. In the lower left is
Martinsbuch, which has a hamlet named Haberdorn.

11
12

Wikipedia, 2008.
Richard Hofer, private communication, 2009.
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2.4.2. Hankofen
The earliest Scheupel record we have found is the 1712 baptism record of Sebastian Scheippel, whose
father was Jacob Scheippel from Hankofen. Most of our knowledge of the Scheupels in Hankofen
comes from the recently published history book of Hankofen. 13 Starting on page 31 is a list of the
house owners in 1752. According to Mr. Hofer, “this so-called Konskriptionsliste was made in 1752
all over Bavaria for each and every village and farm, and it is stored in the Hauptstaatsarchiv in
Munich.”

Figure 9. Page 31 of the Hankofen history book showing the land holdings of Sebastian Scheippel in 1752.

The entry for Sebastian Scheippel shows that his occupation was “Halbpaur”, which means he was a
farmer of a half-farm. “HM” stands for Hofmarksherrschaft, which means he belonged to the court
county of Hankofen. “ER” stands for Erbrecht, which means he had full hereditary rights. His tax
evaluation for 1749 was 1 Florin, 55 Kreuzer, and 1 Heller, and the tax size of his farm was ½, which
translates to about 20 hectares, or 49 acres. The taxes he paid in natural products were 3 Florin and 30
Kreuzer.
Page 34 lists Veith Scheippel who had a small farm of 1/16, or about 6 acres, with full rights of
inheritance. His tax evaluation was 57 Kreuzer, and his natural product tax was 26 Kreuzer and 1
Heller.
There was another census in 1777, presented starting on page 39. This one still lists Sebastian Scheupl
(different spelling) with a ½ farm. Veith Scheippel is no longer listed, but now we see a Jakob Scheipl
with a ¼ farm and Andree Scheupl with a 1/8 farm.
Starting on page 48 is the history of each house as of 1840. Of the 48 listed houses in Hankofen, 16
occupied, in whole or part, former Scheupel farmland ("Scheupelhof", meaning big Scheupel farm,
13

Huber, Alfons. 1100 Jahre Hankofen: Aus der Geschichte der Dorfgemeinde Hankofen. Pönning, Germany, 1990.
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and "Scheupelgut”, meaning even larger Scheupel farm). From this we can infer that the Scheupels
had several large farms. And yet what is striking is that Scheupels don’t show up as the owner of a
single house in Hankofen in the 1840 accounting. 14 The description of each house gives some clues
as to what became of the Scheupel lands.
House #1 is referred to as the “Scheupelhausanwesen”, or the Scheupel manor. Mr. Hofer notes that
in Bavaria the tradition has long been that a house or estate carries the name of the original inhabitants
(Hausnamen and Hofnamen), even “if the family name of an owner changed by marriage or
purchase.” It would be interesting to contact the present owners to ask the house name. The house
was owned in 1840 by the Obermayer family. It’s described as: “Living house and stables under one
roof, barn, baker´s oven and farm yard. The farm was purchased 28 October 1830 with parts of the
Scheupelhof, as well as parts of the innkeeper´s farm at Hankofen, from the beer brewer Joseph
Neumayer from Straubing.”
House #19 on the Grafenwallner farm was owned by Georg Pellkofer. On 25 April 1834 “he
purchased it for 1080 florins with pieces of land of the innkeeper´s manor of Michael Scheuppel.”
Anna Ehrl, a farmer´s widow, was owner of the Erl farm at house #36. “She had inherited it on 7 July
1807 from her father Jakob Scheupel, together with her meanwhile deceased husband, for the sum of
2000 florins, with pieces of land out of the Nissl farm and the Schneider manor.” So in fact, there was
at least one Scheupel, Anna Ehrl, living in Hankofen in 1840.
Finally, Mathias Spielberger, a carpenter, was the owner of “pieces of land (Ausbruch) of the Scheupel
manor at Hankofen,” at house #40. “The grounds for the farm with the Rosshart field were purchased
on 28 January 1809 from Sebastian Scheupel at Hankofen for 750 florins. The house was then newly
built. On 25 January 1841 Jakob Spielberger follows as owner.”
For each of the Scheupels mentioned in these pages, more research of the various records needs to be
done to place them in the family tree.
What is the chance of tracing the Scheupel lineage before the time of Jacob Scheippel (father of
Sebastian [S1])? As mentioned earlier, the Seligenthal Monastery owned farms all over Lower
Bavaria. Mr. Hofer searched a book of certificates and records (Urkunden) of the Seligenthal
Monastery reaching from 1232 until 1500. He reports that Hankofen is mentioned about 30 times, but
did not find any mention of the Scheupel family. Furthermore, in the Hankofen history book, there is
a list of Hankofen farms owned by Seligenthal in 1574; no Scheupels figure in this list. However, Mr.
Hofer notes that the monastery has records (Briefsprotokolle) of the Hankofen farms of marriages,
purchases and inheritances from around 1500 to 1803, which could provide clues as to when the
Scheupels arrived in Hankofen.

2.4.3. Haberdorn
Haberdorn today is a hamlet of just two or three farms adjacent to the village of Martinsbuch. Franz
Scheupel came from the hamlet of Peigen to buy house #67 in Haberdorn in 1804. The house passed
to his daughter Katherina and her husband Cölestin Schuller in 1823, and is still in the Schuller family
today. 15 We have traced forward to Franz’s grandchildren (see Table 3) 16, but we do not yet know
who his parents were, or how he fits into our family tree.
14

In addition, Mr. Hofer searched the Hankofen land records at the state archive in Landshut and didn’t find any references
to Scheupels in the period 1810 to 1850.
15
Personal communication from Karl Ammer, local historian in Martinsbuch, March 2008.
16
Information on all of Franz’s children except Joseph was given to us by Karl Ammer of Martinsbuch. He didn’t show a
son named Joseph. We found information on Joseph, Georg and Leonhard (the surviving sons) in the Regensburg
Footnote continued on the next page
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Name
Franz (Fransiscus) Scheupel
+ Theresia Schmidt (b. in Obersunzing)
Katharina Scheupel
Joseph Scheupel (b. in Peign)
+ Anna Maria Seethaler (b. in Gross)
Anna Therese Scheupel
Margarete Scheupel
Georg Scheupel
+ Anna Maria Kollmeder (b. in Hainsbach)
Joseph Scheupel
Johann Georg Scheupel
Anna Scheupel
Alois Scheupel
Johann Scheupel
Franz Scheupel
Leonhard Scheupel (b. in Haberdorn)
+ Katharina Kellermaier (b. in Weihmichl)
Joseph Scheupel (b. in Leiblfing)
Anna Maria Scheupel (b. in Leiblfing)
Therese Scheupel

Bir th
1756
1773
1790
1790
1784
1805
1794
1812
1830
1832
1835
1840
1847

Death
1838
1801
1858
1858
1836
1847

1800
1801
1835
1838
1840
-

1800
-

Table 3. Franz Scheupel and his descendants.

2.4.4. Gingkofen
The history of each house in the village of Hainsbach and surrounding hamlets (including Gingkofen)
is presented in a book compiled in 1998.17 On page 202 is presented the following history for house
number 39 in Gingkofen (currently house 1A on Brunnenstraße): 18
1775: Andreas Eggenhofer assumed ownership of the 3/4 Erbrechtshof [very well to do
farm] from the monastery St Emmeran for 1403 fl [Gulden]. He married Barbara
Santner, the daughter of the Söldner [small farmer about a 6th of the size of the ¾
Erbrechtshof] and Wasenmeister [knacker] from Weidenhüll. The bride got 400 fl as
dowry. The outstanding debts were 133 fl, 40 kr [Kreuzer]. 19
1795: Daughter Elisabeth and her husband Andreas Schäupel (Scheupl), a farmer's son
from Hankofen, assumed ownership from their parents, because of the father's
archives. The birth years in the archives for Georg and Leonhard match the information from Ammer. The mother
Theresia died in February 1801, so the birth dates of Anna Therese (1805) and Leonard (November 1801) don’t make
sense.
17
Wellenhofer, Michael. Freiwillige Feuerwehr Hainsbach: 125 Jahre – Festschrift, mit Orts- und Hofgeschichte von
Hainsbach, Gingkofen, Wissing und Dungerfalter. (History of the villages and Farmhouses of Hainsbach, Gingkofen,
Wissing and Dungerfalter). 1998.
18
Translation by Wolfgang Haller of Hainsbach.
19
A Gulden was the unit of currency. 60 Kreuzer made 1 Gulden, and 1 Kreuzer made 7 Heller. In 1747 a one liter beer
cost 3 Kreuzer, and a half kilogram of beef cost 5.5 Kreuzer. (1100 Jahre Hankofen book, page 30.)
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infirmity, for 3318 fl 15 ½ kr. In 1808 the son Michael Eggenhofer received 750 fl,
Elisabeth 700 fl, Maria (31 years old), who was born out of wedlock, 25 fl, the parents
700fl. Andreas Scheupel brought 1000 fl into the matrimony. He died in 1819.
1829: The widow Elisabeth Scheupl from Gingkofen sold her 3/4 farm in Gingkofen to
Mr. von Hilz from Weng, along with the Zubaugut [extension] (former house number
56), for 4500 fl, under these conditions: The buyer receives all cattle at the farm and the
movable goods with following exceptions: Elisabeth Scheupl's bed and corresponding
covers, Maria Scheupl's bed, 1 cupboard, 1 cow, 1 horse - namely the blind bay for
Josef Scheupl from Neugingkofen, 1 small cart, the boards and 1 plough. The buyer
stipulated for demolishing the farm in the name of the seller. [Note: the name Mr. von
Hilz from Weng contradicts the entry on page 485 of “Jacob Easiaider” from the
original source.]

In summary, we see that the land was owned by the St. Emmeran Monastery in Regensburg until
1775. Our forefather Andreas Scheupel married Elisabeth Egenhofer on 21 April 1795, 20 and on the
very next day they assumed ownership of the farm from her ailing father. They made additional
payments to Elisabeth’s siblings and parents in 1808. Andreas died in 1819, and Elisabeth sold the
farm in 1829.
The original source of these facts is the handwritten records found in a leather bound book entitled
“Geschichte des Pfarrbezirts: Hainsbach – Haindling” (“History of the Parish of HainsbachHaindling”), which was compiled by the minister Karl Holzgartner from 1906 to 1909. We had the
privilege of leafing through this book at the city archives of Geiselhöring during our March 2008 visit.
The 1998 compilation merely summarizes the facts found in the original source. For example, the
book gives the additional detail that Elisabeth Scheupel continued to live in house #39 a further six
years after selling the house in 1829. Furthermore we have listed here only the entries relevant to the
Scheupel family; the first entry for the history of house #39 is for the year 1506, and the last entry is
for 1993. The history of some other houses starts in the 1300s.

20

Note that 1795 predates the 1803 secularization of the farms in Hankoven. So Andreas’ move to Gingkofen isn’t due to
any turmoil from the transfer of ownership of the farms in Hankoven from the church to the state.
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Figure 10. “History of the Parish of Hainsbach-Haindling,” Geiselhöring city archives, March 2008.

Figure 11. Introduction to the Gingkofen chapter (p. 493), and a map of the houses of Gingkofen (p. 9). House #39
is the red square at the top middle of the map.
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Figure 12. History of house #39 for the period covering the Scheupels (p. 491); note the paragraph heading
“Andreas Scheupel” in the left column, about ¼ of the way down. The right image shows house #88, unrelated to
the Scheupels, but perhaps typical of the era (p. 641).

Figure 13. Gingkofen from 3300 feet. The Scheupel houses were in the middle of the top of the “T” formed by the
village. Hainsbach is peaking out from the top right corner.
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There is another entry for a Josef Scheupl from Eibling for house number 40 (currently house 5 on
Brunnenstraße): 21
1830: On July 20th Josef Scheupl from Eibling bought the plot for 600fl. On October
1st he gave the plot to his cousin Josef Haubinger for 150fl. Haubinger was married to
Katharina Pongratz from Oberstein near Mitterfels.
We don’t know where Eibling is, and since almost every family named their oldest son Joseph we
can’t be sure which Joseph this is, but given that he bought the house next to the Scheupel homestead
in Gingkofen, we can surmise that this is the son of Andreas Scheupel and Elisabeth Egenhofer.
Following is the description for house number 56 in Gingkofen (currently house 7 on
Brunnenstraße). 22 Recall that Andreas and Elisabeth Scheupel took possession of her father’s house
#39 in 1795. It appears that by 1804 they had taken ownership of nearby house #56 as well; this house
is referred to as the Zubaugut, or extension, in the 1829 entry above for house #39. In 1815 Andreas
took in a worker to live at #56; Andreas subsequently died in 1819. According to the same entry
above, Elisabeth sold #39 and #56 to Hilz in 1829.
1804: During the break up of the Kellerhaus-plot by Schötz the labourer-dwelling was
presumably sold, because in a population survey in 1805 it is called Schäupel's
labourer-dwelling. The Schäupel (Scheupel) family ran the 1/2 Aichhof (middling
farm) in Gingkofen (formerly house number 39).
1815: Andre Schäupel took in Josef Ramette, formerly a cavalryman in the French
cavalry, into the house for 100fl for life. Josef Ramette was married to Maria
Hadersbeck from Hadersbach.
1831: When the landowner Jakob Hilz from Weng bought the farm from Elisabeth
Schäupel (formerly house number 39) in Gingkofen, Hilz sold the adjoining building
with some farmland to Josef Ramette for 150fl. He [Ramette] was supposed to pay
back the loan of the 150fl to the Church of Greilsberg.

2.4.5. Dungerfalter
Dungerfalter is now a hamlet about 1.5 km to the southeast of Gingkofen. Andreas Scheupel, who
already owned two houses in Gingkofen, participated in the development of the farmland in
Dungerfalter by renting one of the 18 parts: 23
Dungerfalter was a woodland area. […] On March 31st 1802 the municipality of
Gingkofen distributed, with assent of the landowners, the 1.68 acres big wood near the
wood road at the so called 'Tungerfalter'. Of the 18 parts, the three largest farmers
received two parts each and the remaining twelve farmers and cottagers (Häusler) one
part each. Everyone who received a part had to pay 1 Gulden (fl) to the municipality
every year.
The three largest farmers, namely Sebastian Krieger (formerly house number 38),
Georg Schötz (formerly house number 43) and Josef Aichner (formerly house number
21

Hainsbach history book, p. 207. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
Hainsbach history book, p. 215. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
23
Hainsbach history book, pp. 230-231. Translated by Wolfgang Haller. (It appears that some important phrases were
missed in the translation that may add more detail.)
22
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41) and ½ farmer Andre Schäupel (formerly house number 39) gave their parts to the
count's huntsman Josef Schmid from Hainsbach. So he had to pay 7fl every year.
The Hainsbach history book continues with the following entries for house #39 ½ (current house #3)
in Dungerfalter. 24
1827: Josef Scheup(e)l married Barbara Forster from Schneiderhof in Bohemia. She
brought 300 fl dowry and her trousseau into the matrimony. From his mother, Elisabeth
Scheupel, Josef Scheupel received the wooded field (1.835 acres), the 'meager' meadow
(0.867 acres) and the double length of the Schötzen-field (6.23 acres). For this the son
had to donate 50 fl to the church of Greilsberg. In the year 1827 Josef Scheupel built a
new farmstead in Dungerfalter. His mother donated the available shingles, the
construction timber and another 16 tree trunks which had yet to be cut, as well as the
boards and 2 Schober straw.
1848: Josef Korber bought the property in Dungerfalter from Josef Scheupel for 2444
fl. Korber was married to Theresia Schreiner, a farmer's daughter from Grafentraubach.
She got 1020 fl as dowry. Around 1855 the property covered 11.23 acres.
It is more than likely that this Josef, son of Elisabeth, is the oldest brother (b. 1796) of the three
immigrant brothers. If this is the case, then we may see here an instance of the tradition whereby the
oldest son of a family inherited the family farm, at the expense of his brothers. This tradition avoided
the problem of successive subdivisions leading to small plots that wouldn’t support a family. As a
consequence of this tradition the younger sons had the choice of remaining in the area working as farm
hands or artisans, joining the priesthood or military, or trying their luck in a frontier country like the
US. In fact we see this with two of the immigrant brothers, Johann Georg and Andreas, who listed
their occupation on the 1847 ship manifest as carpenter, but then quickly took up farming in Wood
County.

2.4.6. Königswinkel
Königswinkel is another hamlet of Hainsbach, with just a couple of houses. This reference to Theresia
Scheupl from Habertharn at house #22 (current house #1) is likely a reference to the daughter of Franz
Scheupel from Haberdorn. 25
1657: In a tenancy document from 1657 for the former house number 22 in Hainsbach
is written "dann einer Praitten auf dem Khinigswinkl" (and then an area on the
Khinigswinkl).
1826: On September 22nd Matthias Lermer, unwed farmer's (Söldner) son from
Hainsbach, bought the Schullergründe (formerly house number 22) of Hainsbach and
built a dwelling on it. He married the farmer's daughter Theresia Scheupl from
Habertharn. She got 100 fl as dowry. The Lermer farm consisted of a dwelling and
9.26 acres of farmland worth 900 fl. The yearly tenancy fee was 49 kr 2 ½ dl (Heller),
in rye 4 M (Metzen) 1 Sz (Sechzehntelmetzen) [4.275 bushels], in oats 4M 2V
(Viertelmetzen) 2Sz [4.864 bushels]. In 1841 the Lermer property in Hainsbach/
Königswinkl was estimated at 1580 fl. In 1855 9.44 acres belonged to the property and
in 1990 30.31 acres.

24
25

Hainsbach history book, p. 232. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
Hainsbach history book, pp. 232-233. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
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2.4.7. Hainsbach
Hainsbach is located 1 km to the north of Gingkofen. The Scheupel family attended church in
Hainsbach since this was the closest church to Gingkofen. Our great-great grandfather Georg was
baptized in this church in 1813. Following is a brief history of the church (which is on the cover of
this Scheupel history book): 26
The oldest parts of the church were built in the middle of the 11th century. These are
the tower, the altar area and the area to the first 2 windows. There was an extension in
1712 by 2 more windows, and another one in 1913. The extension in 1913 was the
smaller bit.

Figure 14. Painting of Hainsbach church by Thomas’s daughter Claire.

Georg Scheupl, son of Franz from Haberdorn, married Anna Maria Kolmeder from Hainsbach in
1831, and assumed ownership of her parents’ house at Am Sportplatz house #30 (current house #3). 27
1804: Georg Gäch, cobbler, bought the plot near the brick-barn. He was married to
Theresia Wimperger from Haindling.
1811: Theresia Kolmeder, née Gäch, together with her husband Matthias assumed
ownership of the dwelling and the garden near the brick-barn at Hainsbach for 470fl.
[Matthias] Kolmeder, born in Pfeffenhausen, was a journeyman brewer at Hainsbach
and brought 300fl into the matrimony. In 1815 the couple acquired the hereditary right
to the buildings and the plot at the old brickyard from the Count of Montgelas.
1831: Anna Maria Kolmeder married Georg Scheupl, farmer's son from Habertharn,
and assumed ownership of the house from her parents.
26
27

Hainsbach history book. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
Hainsbach history book, pp. 139-140. Translated by Wolfgang Haller.
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1851: Josel Habermeier, farmer and grinder, and Maria Haider, farmer's daughter from
Schwimmbach, bought the Scheupl plot for 999fl. The Scheupl family retained a
livingroom and a bedroom for life. In 1854 the dwelling burned down.
Peter Dünzl - purchase.
Eßlinger - purchase.
Ana Scheupl.
Anton Lukas, carpenter and Theres, née Scheupl.
1890: Josef Amann, farmer's son from Gebelkofen married Theres Lukas, daughter of
the carpenter Anton Lukas and his wife Theres [née Scheupl]. In 1893 Josef Amann
built a new house and barn.
In the 1851 entry, perhaps Ana Scheupl refers to Anna Maria and Georg’s daughter. We don’t know
to whom Theres Scheupl refers.

2.4.8. Schwimmbach
There has been a chapel and homes in Schwimmbach going back many hundreds of years, but it was
founded as a “colony” only in 1807. The layout of Schwimmbach is unlike any other village we saw
in the region. Rather than a core of houses surrounded by an expanse of farmland worked by the
inhabitants, the houses in Schwimmbach are located individually within each farm, spread out across
the rolling hills. No Scheupels are listed among the original 17 colonists of 1807, but Andreas
Scheupel [S165.] and his wife Catherine listed Schwimmbach as their place of departure on the 1847
ship manifest. Also, a Franciscus Scheupel, aged 25 years, is recorded as having rented some rooms
in house #96 in 1852 from owner Josef Köhlhoefl; Franciscus may have had a partner named Maria
with whom he fathered Jakob (b. 1849) and Georg (b. 1851). 28 Finally, a Josef Scheupel is listed as
the owner of house #4 from 19 March 1856 to 26 February 1864. 29

2.5. Our Visit to Bavaria
2.5.1. Introduction
We visited Bavaria March 13-18, 2008 and stayed at the Erl-Bräu hotel in Geiselhöring, which is the
closest town to Gingkofen. We were accompanied the first two days by our friend Heinz Hassel, from
Frankfurt, who provided translations and good cheer. Fortunately, it seemed that there was always
somebody around (usually a younger person) who spoke enough English to help us get by. We spent
one afternoon with our genealogist Reinhard Hofer who introduced us to local historians in
Schwimmbach and Hankofen.

28
29

Personal communication from Reinhard Böhm, local historian in Schwimmbach, March 2008.
Personal communication from Albert Schaml, local historian in Schwimmbach, March 2008.
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Figure 15. Good cheer at the Erl-Bräu Hotel.

Figure 16. Heinz Hassel with church keeper at Hainsbach church.

We attended church on Palm Sunday in Hainsbach, the same church where our great-great grandfather
Georg was baptized in 1813. After the service we searched the adjoining cemetery for Scheupel
gravestones. Just as we were ready to leave a gentleman approached us, and in limited English, asked
us what we were doing. We told him we were looking for Scheupels. When he heard the name his
eyes lit up. Apparently, based on some contacts that Hofer had made, the word had spread that we
would be around. The gentleman introduced himself as Franz Haller, and quickly introduced us to
some other folks who spoke better English. There was a short discussion about where the Scheupels
lived in Gingkofen. Later we called on Franz’s son Wolfgang to translate key passages of the
Hainsbach history book.

2.5.2. Regensburg Archives
The churches in the ancestral villages belong to the Regensburg archdiocese, and thus all the old
church records are kept at the archdiocese archives. 30 The records are stored on microfiche.
Curiously, the Catholic Church of Bavaria has refused to let the Church of Latter Day Saints copy
these records, so the only way to see the records is to go to Regensburg.

30

The official name of the archives is Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv Regensburg, located on St. Petersweg 11- 13. The
helpful archivist is Josef Gerl.
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The record room at the archives is organized much like a large classroom, with the archivist sitting in
the front surrounded by reference material, and the clients situated in two columns of desks facing the
archivist. At each desk sits a bulky fiche reader. To get the fiches corresponding to a certain village
you proceed as follows. First you consult one of the reference books to see in which parish your
village of interest is grouped. For example, the Hankofen records are found with those of the nearby
parish of Reißing. Next you fill out a little request sheet indicating, for example, that you want the
records of Reißing covering the years 1700 – 1725. The archivist retrieves a small wooden box
containing perhaps 100 microfiches, among which can be found those requested. Interspersed
throughout the box are a half dozen or so specially marked fiches that index all the records in the box.
The indices are organized by birth, marriage, and death, and provide an alphabetical list by family
name of all the records in the box. So, for example, looking up Scheupel in the birth section of the
index may furnish a dozen Scheupel entries, each specifying the person’s first name, the fiche number
of the record, and the page number of the original book of which the fiche is a copy. Then it’s a
simple matter of pulling the fiche of interest, panning to the original page number, and then scanning
to find the Scheupel name on the page.
That’s the theory; the practice is more difficult. First, even though the records go back to the early
1600s, the indices only go back to the mid to late 1700s. Without an index you are reduced to
scanning the entirety of each fiche for which you think there might be an entry of interest. Second, the
records are handwritten in a script that is sometimes indecipherable. The archivist provides a “cheat
sheet” that shows the alphabet in four different scripts that were used; by pattern matching this with a
record you can sometimes figure out a word. Third, the records are written in Latin. Besides picking
out the names of people, it’s hard to understand without knowing some Latin. Here again the archivist
provides a cheat sheet translating into German many of the common Latin words found in the records.
Forth, some of the fiches are blurred. And lastly, there are gaps in the records, especially in the 1600s.
To their credit the Bavarians were diligent in keeping thorough and extensive records of their people.
A Bavarian marriage record from the early 1700s contains much more information than, for example,
an Ohio marriage record from the mid-1800s. The Bavarian record will provide for each of the bride
and groom their name, birth date, profession, parents and village, as well as the witnesses. By contrast
the Ohio record will provide only the names of the bride and groom.
We spent about six hours in the archives over the course of two days. Because of the difficulties
mentioned above it was slow going at times. Nonetheless, we were able to locate some key records
for our direct ancestors. The normal procedure is that when you find a record of interest you can fill
out a request to have a paper copy made that will be available the next day. Unfortunately this costs
six euros per record, so it’s not practical to copy many records. An alternative to requesting a paper
copy is to discreetly snap a digital photo of the fiche reader screen. Figure 15 shows an example of
one of the better shots.
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Figure 17. Screen shot of August 1803 baptism record of Lorenz Scheuppel in Hankofen.

Following are details on some of the parish books in Regensburg containing references to Scheupels,
with specific mentions of Mr. Hofer’s findings:
Reissing-Hankofen
- starts 1707
- birth index starts 1750
- marriage index starts 1820
- Hofer copied all Scheupel births from 1750 onwards
-- 1750-1776: 14 births
-- 1777-1802: 11 births
Hankofen
- 1618-1670, some gaps, no index
-- baptism 1619-1633, 1644-1655, 1647-1664
-- marriage 1618-1633, 1649-1659
-- death 1618-1633, 1645-1670
Martinsbuch, villages of Haberdorn and Weichshofen
- ~1700 to 1900
- family books of each village with info of the house owners, but without index
- family book Scheupel of Haberdorn (fi.523, p. 210) (Franz Scheupel purchased the farm in 1800)
- villages Groß und Kleinweichshofen, no index
Leiblfing
- Hofer: Scheupel births 1822-1844
- Hofer: marriage 1837
Hainsbach-Haindling
- 1671-1882 (before 1671 destroyed by fire)
- family books 1614-1907, no index
- Hofer: Scheupel births 1795-1847
- Hofer: marriages in 1795, 1829, 1831, 1835
26

- Hofer: births 1841-1882 (6 illegitimate Scheupels)
- Hofer: marriage 1841-1865 - no Scheupels
- Hofer: marriage 1865-1882 - Joseph Scheupel and Therese Sigl

2.5.3. Cemeteries and Churches
Before visiting Bavaria we imagined finding the gravestones of our distant ancestors. After scouring a
couple parish cemeteries and finding only shiny, new gravestones, we quickly realized that this wasn’t
going to happen. Cemetery space is limited, so in order to accommodate new residents some of the
old residents must be removed. This explains why it is rare to find any gravestone that is older than 50
years. The only exception to this is the beautiful cemetery of St. Peter’s Church on the eastern edge of
Straubing, which has gravestones dating from the 14th to 19th century. Even though Straubing is a bit
far from the ancestral villages, we had hopes of finding an ancestor there; alas, the stones are so old
that they are illegible.

Figure 18. Cemetery at Hankofen church. Note modern tombs.

So with no hope of finding the grave of an ancestor, we set about searching for the graves of
descendents of our ancestors, hoping to shed light on the present day whereabouts of distant cousins.
Over the course of our visit we inspected around 10000 gravestones, looking for Scheupels or families
that married into the Scheupel family. In particular we visited the cemeteries of:
Pilsting, Straubing (St. Peter’s, and part of new one), Martinsbuch, Menkhofen,
Hainsbach, Hankofen, Schwimmbach, Leiblfing, Geiselhöring, Metting, and Ittling
For the record, we did not find cemeteries in the following villages or hamlets:
Peigen, Haberdorn, Gingkofen, Reißing, or Obersünzig.
Over the 10000 or so gravestones we scanned, we did not find a single Scheupel, or any plausible
variation of the name. What happened to the Scheupels in the region? Did they die off? Did they all
emigrate? Did they move to other parts of Germany? We really don’t know at this point. We did find
a few (modern) gravestones of family names that married Scheupels (Zankl, Santner, Sandtner,
Stemmer, Sixt, Six, Haas, Forster).
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Practically every village or church has a monument honoring fallen soldiers from the First and Second
World Wars. Each of these has dozens of names. Again we didn’t find any Scheupels on these
monuments.

Figure 19. War memorial at Hainsbach church.

2.5.4. Local Historians
Every town and village in the region seems to shelter a local historian. These are folks who have
accumulated precious documents over the years and who are adept at finding information in these
documents. We had the privilege of meeting the historians shown in Table 5 and discussing the local
history of Scheupels in those villages.
Village
Hainsbach
Hankofen
Martinsbuch
Schwimmbach
Schwimmbach

Local Historian
Franz Haller
Manfred Haselbeck
Karl Ammer
Reinhard Böhm
Albert Schmal
Table 4. Local historians.

In the last 20 years it has been popular for the towns and villages to publish histories. Some of these
books include detailed histories of every house in the village, as mentioned above. We were able to
obtain copies of the books cited in Table 6.
Village
Geiselhöring
Hainsbach
Hankofen
Schwimmbach

Published
1987
1998
1990
2007

Table 5. Village history books.

2.5.5. Scheupels in Present Day Germany
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It seems entirely plausible that there would be modern descendents of the Scheupel clan still living in
Bavaria. There were several attempts over the years to establish the existence of living relatives, but
none were successful.
Alva Stone relates the following: 31
In 1929 the Jesuit priest George J. Shiple (grandson of Sebastian) was in Munich,
Germany, where he checked the city directory and found four persons with the surname
Scheupel. He visited one of them and learned that three of those listed were brothers
and the fourth one was a son of one of them. Unfortunately they did not know of any
ancestors who migrated to the U.S., but the priest was convinced that they were distant
relatives, because the name Scheupel is very uncommon and they pronounced it exactly
as his American family did, “SHIpl” (with long “i” vowel).
Tim Shiple was told that there were still people of the surname Scheupel in Munich in
the 1950s. However, he was unable to find any listed in the Munich phone book in the
late 1990s.
A German language website 32 makes reference to a Scheupel living in 1934 in Wurzburg, a city in the
northern tip of Bavaria:
In 1929, the west wing of the house was destroyed by fire, but was soon rebuilt
afterwards. On Aug 1st, 1934, the house owner Jos. Scheupel from Würzburg sold the
house to the NSV (an organization caring for the health of peoples) which used it as a
recreation home for mothers in the area of Main-Franken. In an advertising brochure
you could read: Behind the house there is a forest garden that belongs to the recreation
home; there are benches and few fountains help to beautify this unique garden.
A search of an online German phone directory 33 in May 2007 found two Scheupel households in
Germany, both in Bavaria, and both within 100 km of Munich:
•
•

Eva and Ludwig Scheupel, Edling
Irmgard and Reinhard Scheupel, Straubing

Prior to our visit in March 2008 our genealogist Mr. Hofer contacted both of these families. Ludwig
Scheupel related that he was adopted into the Scheupel family, and that he had some relatives in
Munich that might know about the family history. Ludwig was out of town during our visit so we
didn’t follow up.
Reinhard Scheupel lives with his mother in Straubing. We telephoned him and arranged to meet for
coffee. He works in the financial services industry, travels occasionally to North America, and speaks
English quite well. He was amazed to meet us and learn of the history of the Scheupels in the region.
He is an only child with no family of his own, and his father was an only child. He has never met a
Scheupel before, and he seemed to think he was the last Scheupel. Well, we quickly dispossessed him
of that idea. The conversation carried over to a lunch with local specialties. We can’t say for sure if
we are related, but given his name and location it is quite likely. He was able to furnish the town
names where his father and grandfather were born; his father died about a decade ago, and his
grandfather never returned from WWI. We encouraged him to try to trace his lineage back to the early
1800s to see if it intersects with our own.

31

Alva Stone, email to Thomas Shiple, May 2007.
http://www.gw-partenstein.de/artikel.php?id=54&sparte=bauwerke. Thanks to Klaus Eckl for the translation.
33
www.dastelefonbuch.de
32
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3. Scheupels in America
3.1. Introduction
The Scheupel brothers settled in Wood County, Ohio. Ohio was the 17th state of the union, admitted
in 1803. A decade after statehood the Americans were again at war with the British, in the War of
1812. Fort Meigs was constructed at the present day site of Perrysburg, on the southern bank of the
Maumee River, in order to protect the interior from British advancement. This fort was planned by
Colonel Wood, for whom the county was later named, and was commanded by General William
Henry Harrison, who went on to become the ninth president of the United States in 1841 (died after
just 31 days in office). The British lay siege on the fort in the spring of 1813 with 1000 troops, plus
1000 American Indian warriors on their side. After 12 days of fighting and several hundred dead from
both sides, the British finally retreated. Just a couple of months later the American Navy won the
decisive Battle of Lake Erie under the command of Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry. The town of
Perrysburg was named after the Commodore upon its establishment in 1816.
Even after Ohio was admitted to the union most of northwest Ohio was still controlled by Native
Americans. In 1817 this territory was purchased from the Wyandot, Seneca, Delaware, Shawnee,
Potawatomi, Ottawa, and Chippewa tribes as a result of the Lower Maumee Treaty of September 28,
1817. From these lands was carved 14 counties, including Wood, which was established in 1820. At
the time, Wood extended north to the Michigan border, but as noted below, in 1835 Lucas was carved
out of Wood and adjoining counties. From that time on, the Maumee River formed the northern
border of Wood.

Figure 20. Modern county map of Ohio. Wood County is in bold; Lucas is just above Wood.

The Scheupel brothers arrived not long after a curious episode in American history. In 1835-1836,
northwest Ohio was the site of a serious border dispute between the state of Ohio and the territory of
Michigan. The standoff, known historically as the Toledo War, involved a strip of land 5 to 8 miles
wide and 75 miles long, running west from Lake Erie to the border of Indiana, including Toledo itself.
The competing claims to the strip arose because of inconsistencies between the 1787 Northwest
Ordinance, an act of Congress regulating the settlement of the “old” northwestern US, and the 1803
Ohio constitution that established statehood. The location of the border started to receive attention in
the early 1830s as Michigan prepared itself for statehood. At the time Toledo was already an
established port and was being considered as a terminus of a canal system linking the Great Lakes to
the Mississippi River; thus possession of Toledo was of economic importance. In the midst of the
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dispute, as a show of ownership, Ohio established the county of Lucas in the strip (named after the
presiding Ohio governor). After a series of one-upmanships, the crisis reached its zenith in 1836 when
the governments of Ohio and Michigan deployed state militias on either side of the Maumee River.
Ohio’s 600 troops were stationed in Perrysburg and Michigan’s 1000 militiamen occupied Toledo
itself. Attempts to mediate the dispute reached the office of President Andrew Jackson, but proved
unsuccessful. Ohio, already being a state, was able to use its influence in Congress to block the entry
of Michigan. Michigan finally capitulated and ceded control of the entire strip to Ohio, in return for a
vast track of land in the western Upper Peninsula and admittance to the Union. At the time this track
of land was thought worthless, but later mineral discoveries proved its worth. In the end there were no
deaths or injuries as a result of the Toledo War, and the only loser was the future state of Wisconsin to
whom the western Upper Peninsula should have logically gone.

Figure 21. Modern map of Wood County. Note location of Perrysburg and Middleton Township along the
Maumee River on the northwest border. Roachton was located in the northwest corner of Middleton Township.
Toledo is 5 miles northeast of Perrysburg, on the other side of the Maumee River.

A defining feature of Wood County in the early years was the Great Black Swamp. This was a thickly
wooded, mosquito infested and muddy region in the Maumee River watershed. It was known as the
last frontier of habitation in Ohio. Finally, between the years of 1850 – 1900, not long after the
Scheupels arrived and established themselves in Wood County, the swamp was drained and converted
into fertile farmland. The biography of Sebastian Scheupel explicitly mentions that he cleared 40
acres of land for farming. Appendix 1.9 provides a rich account of the Great Black Swamp.
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Figure 22. Great Black Swamp.

3.2. Biographies of the Immigrants
Brothers George [S167.] and Andrew Scheupel [S165.] immigrated to the United States in 1847,
landing in the port of Baltimore 34 (see Appendix 1.3). According to the ship’s manifest, they
embarked from the port of Bremen in northwest Germany, and were accompanied by George’s future
wife Magdalena Zankl, Andrew’s wife Catherine, and Andrew’s young children Catherine, Rosina and
Andrew. We don’t know how this group made it from their homes in Bavaria to Bremen (nearly 800
km), or what their immediate intentions were once landing in Baltimore. Brother Sebastian landed in
1840 35; surely he invited the others to join him.
Much of our understanding of early life in America for the Scheupels comes from a book with a very
long title:
Commemorative
Historical
And
Biographical
Record
Of
Wood
County,
Ohio
Its Past And Present, Early Settlement And Development; Aboriginal History; Pioneer History;
Political Organization; Agricultural, Manufacturing, Commercial Interests, Including Oil And Gas;
History Of The County, Townships, Towns And Villages; ' Religious, Educational, Social, Political
And Military History, Including Roster By Townships; Statistical And Miscellaneous Matter;
Biographies And For Traits Of Early Settlers And Representative Citizens, Etc.
This book was compiled by M.A. Leeson and published in 1897 in Chicago by J. H. Beers & Co.
(although it is referred to as the "1895" history since the biographies appear to have been written in
that year).
The book provides in-depth commentary on all the settlements and institutions in Wood County. The
Scheupels figure prominently in the entry on Roachton:
Roachton is the name given to a railroad and postal station southwest of Perrysburg.
John S. Ellis and W. C. Perrin established a store here about twenty years ago, and Mr.
Perrin was appointed postmaster. On the Lydorf farm, two wells were drilled for oil,
but little show of oil was made. B. F. Clark, who has managed the post office and store
for the last eight years, came here about sixteen years ago.
34

See Appendix 1.1 for George’s passport, and Appendix 1.3 for the ship manifest.
See the entry on “Sebastin Shiple” excerpted from the Wood County history book for mention of his landing date, and
see Appendix 1.2 for information on his passport.
35
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In 1847-48 and 1852, Anthony Weaver, Joseph Heidelman, the Cobley family, John
Klaberger, George Shutz, George [S167.], Andrew [S165.] and Sebastian [S164.]
Schipel, John Wershon, George Nabel, John and Martin Dumminger, Joseph Dreps,
Wolfgang, Jacob and Michael Kazmire, Geo. Teinlun, F. Steinlun, Matthias Klephart,
Frederick Getz, Peter Bower, and a few other natives of Germany selected the rich land
east of Roachton for their homes. In 1848, Anthony Weaver deeded to the Rt. Rev.
Amadeus Rappe sixty acres of land for Church purposes, and shortly after a small
frame building was erected.
The Church of Our Mother of Sorrows, near Roachton, had its origin in the settlement
referred to above. The little building, erected in 1851 or 1852, was burned in 1866. In
1868, forty acres of Weaver's grant were sold, and the proceeds expended in building
the present church in 1868. In early years the mission was attended by the resident
priest of Maumee, but, since the establishment of Perrysburg as a separate parish,
Roachton has been attached to it. 36 37
Fort Meigs Sub-Association, 38 No. 2223, P. O. I. of N. A., was organized at the Loesch
school house, May 12, 1890, with B. F. Pratt, Sr., president; Joseph Schipel [S164.3
likely, S167.9 possible], vice-president; John Schwind, secretary; Frederick Schaller,
treasurer; Geo. Schwind, sentinel; and B. F. Pratt, Jr., guide. They, with the following
named, were the first members: G. A. [S164.5] and Frank Schipel [S167.7], Adam
(Jr.), Ernest, John and Denis Hoffman, F. B., August and Simon Schaller, Thomas,
James and John Warren, John and Anna Mosier, George Mahler, John H. Schmidtt,
Herman Barz, Henry Edwards, Wm. Slater, Jerome Rutapaugh, and F. F. and John
Loesch. John Schwind, Joseph Schipel and F. F. Loesch have followed the first
president, while B. F. Pratt, Jr., G. A. Schipel, Sam. Schaller and J. J. Kleeberger have
followed the first secretary. The association is now presided over by John Schwind,
with G. A. Schipel, secretary. There were fourteen active members in July, 1895.
As the subtitle suggests, the book contains biographies of some of the citizens of Wood County. Here
is the biography of Sebastian Scheupel [S164.]:
SABASTIN SHIPLE (deceased) was born in Bavaria, Germany, November 1, 1807,
and acquired his education in the public schools. He afterward worked in a brewery for
eleven years and in 1840 he came to America, hoping to benefit his financial condition
in the New World. He made his first location in Toledo, Ohio, where he worked for a
year as a laborer, and in 1842 he came to Wood County, locating in Middleton
Township, where for a short time he was employed as a farm hand. He then purchased
120 acres of land, covered largely with timber and water. In order to make this
cultivable he to [sic] and then transformed it into rich fields. He cleared forty acres,
erected a good home and barn, and carried on the work of improvement until he had a
well-developed farm.
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Alva Stone, May 2007: The original settlers were initially served by “Our Mother of Sorrows” Church (now defunct) in
Roachton, but since this was a mission church, the records were always recorded at the St. Joseph Catholic Church in
Maumee.
37
Wood County Chapter of the Ohio Genealogical Society, “Cemeteries in Perrysburg Township”: In 1856 a small frame
church was erected and dedicated to St. Mary, Mother of Sorrows. Roachton was located southwest of Perrysburg in the
northwest corner of Section 24 in Middleton Twp. Roachton is now a Ghost Town. The cemetery was abandoned after
quite a number of bodies had been removed to Perrysburg.
38
According to Richard Baranowski of the Perrysburg Way Library, The Fort Meigs Sub-Association was likely a group
dedicated to the collection and preservation of historical facts. It may have been a subdivision of the Maumee Valley
Pioneer Association.
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In 1847 Mr. Shiple was united in marriage, in Middleton Township, with Margaret
Getz, who was born in Germany in 1822. They became the parents of five children:
John, who is engaged in farming; Joseph, an agriculturist of Middleton Township;
Katie, wife of John Schwint; George A., of whom special mention will presently be
made, and one that died in infancy. The father of this family was called to his final rest
June 28, 1893. He was a Democrat in politics, and a faithful member of Catholic
Church, while his many excellencies of character made him a favorite with many
friends who gave him high regard.
The biographies in this book are not thought to be historically rigorous. Apparently one had to pay to
have his biography in the book, and presumably the entry was largely self-written. This fact is
suggested in a letter from Frank E. Farley [spouse of S164.32] (b.1885) to John Patrick Stone
[S167.149] dated June 5, 1956. 39 Alva Stone writes "Mr. Farley lived in Perrysburg, Ohio, and he was
trying to borrow the book from a neighbor. But he said:”
I think we are going to be disappointed when we do see this book. The Perrins will
probably be the only ones listed. I remember when the agents were soliciting for the
book, it was between 1895 and 1910, and sure my folks did not subscribe. Also am
sure there is nothing about your mother's ancestors on the Shiple side, and it isn't likely
there will be anything in it about the Stones. To get the book and history of your
family in it you had to give agent $50.00 as I remember it and some more coin when
book was delivered. That was a lot of money at that time.
Alva Stone provides some historical context for these comments from Frank E. Farley:
This might explain why you were able to find more information about Sebastian
Scheupel and his sons, but not so much about the other Wood County pioneers, George
and Andrew Scheupel. I believe that there was a lot of interest in writing regional and
local history books following the Centennial celebrations of 1876. But later this grew
into a money-making industry wherein certain publishers appealed to the vanity of
wealthy citizens who wished to have themselves or their progenitors 'immortalized' in a
history book. This is not to say that these families were not prominent and worthy
members of the community, because most often back then the well-to-do or successful
families actually were involved as leaders and had a strong sense of civic
responsibility. 40
Nonetheless, the biographies provide interesting snapshots of these people, and the value system in
place at the time. Here is the biography of Sebastian's oldest surviving son, John [S164.2], followed
by that of Sebastian’s youngest son, George [S164.5].
JOHN SHIPLE, a farmer of Middleton Township, was born August 25, 1855, in the
county which is still his home, and is a son of Sebastian Shiple, of sketch of whom
appears in that of G. A. Shiple. He attended the public schools of Middleton Township,
and worked upon his father's farm through the days of his boyhood and youth, thus
becoming familiar with agricultural pursuits in all departments. In 1880, he removed
from the old homestead to the farm, which, comprises forty acres of good land, on
which has been made excellent improvements it has been tiled and drained, and on it
has been erected a substantial barn for the care of stock the work of development and
cultivation having been carried forward until it is now one of the finest farms in
Middleton township.

39
40

Alva Stone, email to Thomas Shiple, May 2007.
Ibid.
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Mr. Shiple was married in Middleton Township, in 1880, to Barbara Dreps, a daughter
of Joseph Dreps, who died November 2, 1895. Four children now grace their union,
namely; Clara, Minnie, Bernard and Bertie. In his political views Mr. Shiple is a
stalwart Democrat, and his religious connection is with the Catholic Church. He is an
enterprising and progressive farmer, genial in disposition, and in the community in
which he has so long made his home, has many warm friends.
GEORGE A. SHIPLE has spent his entire life in Middleton Township, and is one of the
wide-awake and representative young farmers of the community. He was born on the
old homestead, September 29, 1863, and acquired his preliminary education in the
district school near his home, but later attended the Catholic school at Perrysburg; he
pursued his studies for a year and half. He early became familiar with all the duties of
farm life, and has always carried on agricultural pursuits. He is to-day operating sixtytwo acres of well-cultivated land, and cares for and supports his widowed mother, who
is now in her seventy-third year. [Reference to Margaret Getz Scheupel, born 1822.]
He possesses excellent business ability, is honorable in all his dealings, and is meeting
with success in his well-directed undertakings. He gives his political support to the
Democratic Party, and has held the office of supervisor for one term. He is a member of
and supports the Catholic Church of Perrysburg; also belongs to the Altar Society. He
is scrupulously faithful to every duty and every trust reposed in him, and his genial,
social manner has gained him many friends.
There is an additional reference to a George Shiple in Chapter 42:
In 1896 the school trustees of Portage Township were Nathan Morse, L. N. Lembrich,
Thomas Shinew, G. W. Simmons, W. H. Plantz, William Caris, Harvey Bateson, A. L.
Pollard, John Vosburg, William Hagamire, and George Shiple.
Following is the biography of Joseph Dreps, the father-in-law of John Shiple [S164.2], and thus a
contemporary of John’s father Sebastian. Although Joseph Dreps in not in our ancestral line, we
include this biography because it contains more detail about life in those times:
JOSEPH DREPS, SR. (deceased), was among the pioneers of Middleton Township, his
residence dating from 1856. He was long numbered among the leading and esteemed
agriculturists of this locality, and the success he acquired also gave him rank among the
substantial citizens. A son of Antony and Alener (Crotzburgh) Dreps, natives of
Germany, he was born in that country, March 4, 1824, and was one of a family of five
children, the surviving members being Elizabeth, wife of Joseph Roldorf, of Germany;
and Augusta, residing in that country.
Joseph Dreps attended school in his native land, and was employed on his father's farm
until nineteen years of age, when he began working as a farm hand for others in order
to carry out his cherished wish of coming to America. When he had acquired sufficient
money, in 1852, he took passage on a sailing vessel, and after a voyage of thirty-five
days landed in New York. He at once went to Detroit, Mich., thence to Toledo, Ohio,
where he worked for four years. In 1856 he came to Wood County, and entered forty
acres of land in Middleton Township-a timber tract, also covered by water. He cut and
sold the wood, then drained and tiled the land, set out an orchard and planted crops. In
1886 he purchased an additional forty acres, and later bought another forty, so that he
had at the time of his death, November 2, 1895, 120 acres, all under a high state of
cultivation, with good buildings and modern improvements. He led an energetic,
industrious life, and in clearing his land experienced those hardships known only to
pioneer settlers. He came to this country with only three dollars, but steadily worked his
way upward from humble surroundings to a position of affluence.
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His fellow townsmen appreciating his worth and ability frequently called Mr. Dreps to
office, and for seven years he efficiently served as road supervisor, while for six years
he was school director. In politics he was a Democrat, and his religious connection was
with the Catholic Church. His life was well spent, and his energy, resolute purpose and
honorable dealing, brought to him success in business. His name is above reproach, his
reputation spotless, and he possesses a genial disposition that won him many warm
friends who held him in the highest regard.
These are the only biographies of Scheupels in the book. However, we do have one firsthand account
of George Scheupel [S167.] from a correspondence written around 1954 by Mrs. Elizabeth (Shiple)
Livingston [S167.15] to her nephew John P. Stone, Sr. [S167.149] of Jacksonville, Florida:
George Schiple was born in Baden Baden, Germany, came here when he was about
twenty years old. 41 It was the time of the cholera epidemic in Ohio. I heard mother tell
about it. I can't tell you when he was born. He bought land for 50-cents an acre. He
used to grow his own tobacco and he made snuff. His wife Lena came over on the
same boat; they got married when they arrived in this country... [He] was a farmer and
grandmother [Lena] was a midwife. She used to walk miles to deliver babies even in
the night, and took no pay. I visited them when I was five years old [1885]. They were
very religious. They used to pray so long before meals that the food would generally
be cold. We would stand with our arms up like a cross. I couldn't understand the
prayers as she prayed in German. Mary and me used to try to talk to her, we would be
talking English and she would be talking German to us. When she would ask us if we
had been to church she would ask us if we "stood on the church." We would say no
and then she would get real mad.

I don't know too much about him [George] as he died when I was nine years old. I
guess it was the year of 1889. She died in the year of 1909. She was a very serious
woman. I never heard her laugh or sing in my life. But she was very good-hearted.
Every one that came to her house had to eat before they dare leave. When we had
'Forty Hours' at our church [40 hours of continuous prayer] she always kept open house
for anyone that wanted to come -- board and room was free, and all you could eat. He
used to ride 16 miles on horse-back and took wheat, to have ground to make bread. He
was a farmer. Lena was born in Bavaria, Germany, come to this country when she was
18 years. They were married in the U.S.A.
In St. Rose Church in Perrysburg there is a stained glass window that reads “In Memory of George
Scheupel.” The church was built in 1892, and given that George [S167.] died in 1890, we can guess
that the window is in memory of him.

41

Our research indicates that George arrived in 1847 at the age of 33 from Gingkofen Bavaria, far from Baden Baden.
Lena arrived at the same time, at the age of 25.
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Figure 23. Window in St. Rose in Perrysburg that reads "In Memory of George Scheupel."

Even less is known about brother Andrew. He died on July 1, 1854, at the age of 45. This was not so
young considering that life expectancy in 1900 was only 46.7 years. 42 In contrast though, Sebastian
lived to 87 years and George to 77 years. Regarding Andrew’s death, it may not be a coincidence that
a cholera epidemic swept through Perrysburg starting in early July 1854, killing more than 100 people
and closing the town for two months. 43 A cholera outbreak in Chicago the same year claimed 1424
lives. 44

42

USA Centers for Disease Controls and Prevention, National Center for Health Statistics:
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/lifexpec.htm
43
City of Perrysburg website: http://www.ci.perrysburg.oh.us/history.html
44
Chicago Public Library website: http://www.chipublib.org/004chicago/disasters/early_cholera.html
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Figure 24. St. Rose, Perrysburg, OH

3.3. Farmlands of the Immigrants
A series of atlases of Wood County were published between 1875 and 1912. 45 The map in Figure 24 is
an enlargement of an 1886 map of the northern extremity of Middleton Township. This map very
clearly shows the location of the Schiple farms. Straddling 5 Point Road, just east of the railroad, is
the 54.13 acre farm of Sebastian Schiple [S164]. Just north of this, bisected by the railroad, is the
53.56 acre farm of George Schiple [S167], our great-great-grandfather. Just to the northwest of this,
on the west side of Hull Prairie Road, is the 40 acre farm of his son George [S167.2]. 46 Finally, in the
southeast corner of Fort Meigs Road and Roachton Road is the 20 acre farm of Joseph Schiple
(probably S164.3).
In a similar vein, the map in Figure 25 is an enlargement of a 1912 map of the northern extremity of
Middleton Township. The 1886 Sebastian land is now owned by Keifer and Kellermeyer. The 1886
George land is now labeled “Schroeder and Scheiple”; Mary Shiple [S167.6], daughter of George,
married Frederick Schroeder. The 1886 George Jr. land is now owned by a John Shiple. And the
1886 Joseph land is still owned by Joseph. To these lands are added a few other plots. Bordering the
Schroeder and Scheiple land to the west is a 20 acre farm owned by a John Scheiple. And bordering
the Schroeder and Scheiple land to the east is a 19.5 acre farm owned by a J. Shiple; note that there is
a ½ acre school in the southwest corner of this plot. 47 Across 5 Point Road is a 30 acre farm owned by
Lewis G. Scheiple (relation unknown), and carved out of the northeast corner of his land is a 5 acre
plot owned by a G. Scheupel.
Later on Shiple houses popped up elsewhere. The northeast corner of Hull Prairie Road and 5 Point
Road was owned by Frederick Joseph Shiple [S164.34, born 1889] and in the northwest corner of this
same intersection was Joseph Francis Shiple [S164.345, born 1922]. Further north, in the southeast
45

These are compiled in the book “Wood County Ohio Atlases, 1875-1912”, Wood County Historical Society, Bowling
Green, Ohio, 1982.
46
The atlas lists George Schiple Jr. as a Patron of Wood County, and gives his occupation as “Well-Digger and Farmer”.
47
Notice also just to the east the cemetary and church of Our Mother of Sorrows.
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corner of Fort Meigs Road and Eckel Junction Road was the 98 acre farm of John Sebastian Shiple
[S164.33, born 1886]. Shiples still live on part of this farm.

Figure 25. 1886 atlas of Middleton Township showing the Shiple farmland.

It’s also worth remembering that Shiples intermarried with the Schwind and Dreps families, who are
also very present on these maps. The 1873 photo in Figure 26 shows the home of Valentine and
Gertrude Schwind, at the northeast corner of 5 Point Road and Fort Meigs Road. We can guess that
their Shiple neighbors lived in similar style homes. The Schwind’s oldest child Louisa (in the black
dress) married Joseph Shiple [S164.3] in 1880. The 1904 photo in Figure 27 shows some of the
children of Joseph and Louisa playing football on the family farm. 48
To assemble a complete record of all the Shiple farms it would be necessary to search the land and
probate records of Wood County. 49 A cursory search revealed a record of Andreas Scheupel’s [S165]
land purchase.

48

Richard Baranowski places this photo on the south side of 5 Point Road, between the railroad and Pargillis Road, with
Mother of Sorrows Church in the background. This doesn’t quite match where we understand the Shiple farmland was.
49
Land records can be found at the Wood County courthouse in Bowling Green.
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Figure 26. 1912 atlas of Middleton Township showing the Shiple farmland. (The origin of the red line is unknown.)
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Figure 27. Home of Valentine and Gertrude Schwind, about 1873.

Figure 28. Children of Joseph and Louisa Shiple playing football, 1904.

3.4. Children of the Immigrants
The following table lists the three brothers and all their children. Spouses are listed with a “+”.
Several people had a first marriage that did not produce children; those spouses are shown as well.
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ID
S164.
S164.1
S164.2
S164.3
S164.4
S164.5
S165.
S165.1
S165.2
S165.3

S165.4
S165.5
S165.6
S165.7
S167.
S167.1
S167.2

S167.3
S167.4
S167.5
S167.6

S167.7

S167.8
S167.9

Name
Sebastian Georg Scheupel
+ Margaretha M. Goetz
Sebastian Schiple
John Sebastian Schiple
+ Barbara G. Dreps
Joseph Schiple
+ Louisa Gertrude Schwind
Katherine Mary Schiple
+ John Schwind
George A. Schiple
Andreas (Andrew) Scheupel
+ Catherine Haseneder
Barbara Scheupel
+ John Reubald/Robby/Roby
Catherine Scheipel
+ John Peter Pitzen
Theresa Rosa Scheipel
+ John Bauer
+ Anthony Wernert (2nd Husb)
Julia Scheipel
+ Mathias Pitzen
Andrew Scheipel
Mary Anna Scheipel
+ Carl Bauer
Susanna Scheipel
Johann Georg Scheupel
+ Magdalena Zangel
Magdalena Schiple
George Schiple
+ Ella Dunlap
+ Mary Farley (2nd Wife)
Julia Shiple
John Shiple
Barbara Shiple
Mary Shiple
+ Herman Kipp
+ Frederick Schroeder (2nd Husb)
Frank Shiple
+ Catharina Ronau
+ Agnes Pockleton (2nd Wife)
Leopold (Libert) Shiple
+ Catherine Benner
Joseph Shiple

Birth
1807
1822
1854
1855
1885
1857
1861
1860
1857
1863
1809
1816?
1834?
1806
1838?
1834
1841
1840?
1830?
1843?
1849
1845?
1854
1813
1822
1848
1850
1843
1851
1853
1855
1857?
1830
1849
1859
1859
1861
1860
1863
1863

Death
1893
1904
1854
1923
1913
1925
1926
1949
1937
1903
1854
1892
1884
1877?
1895
1865
1865
1890
1908
1905
1935
1903
1882
1940
1892
1922
1898
1902
1917

Table 6. The three Scheupel brothers and their children. There is uncertainty about the names and birthdates of
Andrew’s children, especially those born in Bavaria.

Frank [S167.7] is our great-grandfather. The table below lists Frank’s children and grandchildren.
Spouses of the grandchildren are not shown. Bernard is our father.
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ID
S167.7

S167.71

S167.711
S167.72
S167.721
S167.722
S167.723
S167.724

Name
Frank Shiple
+ Catharina Ronau
+ Agnes Pockleton (2nd Wife)
Chester F. Shiple
+ Margaret E. Metzger
+ Susan A. Kuke (2nd Wife)
Eliza Shiple
Leo Harold Shiple
+ Helen Ann Haupricht
Barbara Agnes Shiple
Edward Leo Shiple
Bernard John Shiple
William Francis Shiple

Birth
1859
1859
1861
1902
1893
1904
1901
1928
1932
1933
1938

Death
1940
1892
1922
1955
1945
1957
1971
2007
1998
-

Table 7. Children and grandchildren of our great-grandfather Frank.

3.5. Our Visit to Perrysburg
3.5.1. Introduction
We visited the Toledo area February 6-9, 2009. We were accompanied at times by our brothers Gary,
David and Scott. We spent a day at Way Library in Perrysburg where the librarian/local historian
Richard Baranowski helped us sift through local records. On Sunday we attended mass at St. Rose;
now we have worshipped both in the Bavarian church where our great-great grandfather was baptized,
as well as the American church where he finished his days. Afterward we met our 4th cousins Diane
Shiple [S164.3492] and Larry Shiple [S164.3331], and Larry’s wife, son, sister, father, and uncle.
After comparing family histories, Larry showed us around the Shiple farmlands and St. Rose
cemetery. We completed our trip with a visit to Shiple Hall at the University of Detroit Mercy.

3.5.2. Archives
Way Library in Perrysburg is a great source of local records. Photocopies of all the baptism, marriage,
and internments records of St. Rose de Lima Catholic Church, from 1863 to 1920, can be found there.
Also, there are death records and obituaries. Finally, there are atlases of Wood County showing the
farmlands.
The Lucas County Vital Records in Toledo has birth records from 1868 to present. Also, the Toledo
Diocese Archives Department has records for all the churches in the diocese.

3.5.3. Cemeteries and Churches
St. Rose Cemetery on East Indiana Avenue has many Shiple tombstones, including those of our greatgreat-grandparents right next to the main entrance. We did not visit the non-denominational Fort
Meigs Cemetery on West Indiana.
The Shiples were involved at St. Rose Catholic Church on East Front Street in Perrysburg, as well as
St. Josephs across the river in Maumee.
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4. Evolution of the Shiple Name
The immigrant brothers arrived in the United States using the name Scheupel. We have long known
that the spelling soon evolved into Shiple, but what is surprising is that the spelling was already in flux
long before the brothers emigrated from Bavaria.
Sebastian Scheupel [S1] had 11 children between 1752 and 1773. Over these 11 birth records,
Sebastian’s last name is spelled in four different ways: Scheipl, Scheuppl, Scheippel, and Scheuppel.
In addition, his named is spelled Scheupel on his death record and Schäupel on his son’s Andreas’s
marriage record. We can only guess that Sebastian was illiterate and did not know how to spell his
own name. Furthermore, it is likely that spellings were not standardized, and that the pronunciation of
the name could be rendered with different spellings. If we analyze the six spellings of Sebastian’s last
name, we see that they all start with “Sch” followed by “eu, “au” or “ie”, and finish with “pel”, “ppel”,
“pl”, or “ppl”. Even though only six of these 12 combinations are used for Sebastian’s last name, it is
reasonable to think that all 12 combinations are potentially related to our family name. Table 9 shows
a grid of all 12 combinations, and for each, shows the number of occurrences in the German telephone
book, 50 the American telephone book, 51 and Google Search. Given the prevalence of some of the
variants (for example, 27 Scheipls in the German telephone book), it would be necessary to research
the other 11 spellings as well in order to assemble a more complete history of the family in Bavaria.

au
ei
eu

pl
0, 0, 3450
27, 2, 7500
1, 0 42

ppl
0, 0, 9
6, 0, 62
0, 0, 0

pel
1, 1, 102
5, 3, 353
3, 1, 140

ppel
29, 1, 649
0, 0, 122
0, 1, 5

Table 8. Variants on the Scheupel name. Each cell lists three figures. For example the variant Scheippl has 6 hits
in the German telephone book, 0 hits in the American telephone book, and 62 hits on Google Search. The shaded
boxes are variants that have been found in the Scheupel family tree in Bavaria.

The evolution of the Shiple name in America does not have a simple story either. Several different
spellings were used before arriving at Shiple, and different branches of the family changed the spelling
at different times. There are even periods where members within the same family used different
spellings. The changes started with the first generation born in America, and seem to have generally
settled down by the end of the 1800s. There is no evidence to support the theory that the name was
changed as late as World War One in response to anti-German sentiment, nor that it was changed at
the port of entry.
In more detail, for the first generation born in America we already find the spellings Scheupel,
Scheipel, Schiple, and Shiple. Scheupel and Scheipel didn’t continue past this generation. In the
present day all of the descendants of Sebastian use Shiple, whereas the descendants of George are split
between Shiple (our family) and Schiple. (To our knowledge Andrew doesn’t have any living male
descendants.)
Following is an explanation from Valentine (Allie) Shiple [S164.31], grandson of Sebastian, as related
to John P. Stone [S167.149] in 1955: 52
My branch of the family changed the spelling of the name after I was born [1882] but
before my sister Mary was born [1884], that was between 71 and 73 years ago. My
name was spelled Scheupel on the birth record at the county seat until 1942 when I had
it changed to conform with the rest of my branch, and so it is Shiple now, although I
never did write it Scheupel since I learned to write.
50

http://www.dastelefonbuch.de
http://www.ussearch.com
52
Alva Stone, email to Thomas Shiple, May 2007.
51
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Alva Stone makes the following observations: 53

54

In the […] will records for George Scheupel (d. 1890), his widow and children had to
sign that they had been noticed of the writ to have the will entered into probate. George
Jr. refused to sign, but the last names as signed by the others were variously spelled:
Magdalene Scheupel, Frank Shiple, Barbara E. Scheupel, Joseph Shiple, Leibert B.
Scheupel, Johanna Schiple, and Mary Schrader (nee Shiple).
Census takers were sometimes careless about the spellings. Or perhaps the fault lies
with indexers who don’t always read 19th century cursive styles accurately. I have seen
the SHIPLE name listed in the census records as “Shifle” (with an “f”) and even as
“Shiper” (with an “er” ending instead of “le”)! Note that Sebastian Shiple was
sometimes called Sylvester Shiple in the census records, too(!).

5. Notable Shiple
Father George J. Shiple [S164.35] (b.1891 – d.1958) broke the mold of the early Perrysburg Shiples.
The grandson of an immigrant, Fr. George traveled abroad and reached the highest ranks of academia.
He earned a Bachelor of Science degree from Fordham University (New York, New York), a Bachelor
of Arts and a Master of Science from St. Louis University (St. Louis, Missouri), a Master of Arts
from Woodstock College (Jesuit seminary, Woodstock, Maryland, now defunct), and finally a Doctor
of Science Degree in biochemistry from Fordham University. 55 He also studied at Jefferson Medical
College (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) and Jesuitem Kolleg (Austria). 56 All of these institutions, except
for Jefferson, are Jesuit. Indeed, he entered the Society of Jesus in 1921 and was ordained a priest in
Woodstock, Maryland, in 1926. 57
Father Shiple was an active scientist, publishing widely in respected journals. A search of “GJ Shiple”
on scholar.google.com lists 8 articles that he authored between 1922 and 1927, all as a researcher at
Fordham, with titles such as:
•

Sulfur Metabolism

•

The Fate Of Some Of The Phenylacetylated Amino-Acids In The Animal Organism

•

The Oxidation Of Cystine And Cysteine In The Animal Organism

•

Some Derivatives Of Cystine And Cysteine

•

Synthesis Of Amino Acids In The Animal Organism. III. Concerning The Synthesis Of
Cystine In The Body Of The Dog

He also co-authored the book “Introduction to Quantitative Analysis” with W Wagner, University of
Detroit Press, 1959.
In 1929 Fr. George joined the faculty of the University of Detroit (now University of Detroit Mercy),
where he would spend the rest of his career until he died of a stroke in 1958. At U-D, he was the chair
53

Ibid.
See the appendix for a transcription of this will and census records.
55
University of Detroit, Tower Yearbook, 1931 and 1933.
56
University of Detroit, Varsity News, May 20, 1958. (See Appendix 1.7 for article announcing his death.)
57
Ibid.
54
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of the chemistry department for a quarter century. He was a member of innumerable committees and
boards, such as buildings and grounds, physical development, contracts, rank and tenure, and
scholarships, so his influence was felt widely. He was also a regent of the College of Engineering,
secretary of the board of trustees, and moderator of athletics. 58 This last association seemed to bring
him a lot of pleasure:
Fr. Shiple knew every U-D athlete, and coaches liked his skill in handling young
players and his ability at comforting a boy when he had failed in an important play. He
often accompanied U-D football teams on trips during the fabulous Gus Dorais era. 59

Figure 29. Fr. Shiple, University of Detroit, Tower Yearbook, 1958.

The following quote perhaps gives an idea of his early formation:
He described himself as a born “tinkerer,” and it was said that he knew the location of
every fuse box, power line and valve on the McNichols campus.
His hobby was locks, and it never was necessary to call a locksmith on campus to open
a stubborn lock. Fr. Shiple was called instead. 60
One gets the sense then that Fr. George was a giant on campus, and thus it comes as no surprise that
less than two years after his death, on February 27, 1960, the university named a major new building
in his honor, the seven-story Shiple Hall dormitory. This residence still plays an active role in the life
of U-D as the home of all freshmen living on campus.

58

Ibid.
Ibid.
60
Ibid.
59
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Figure 30. Shiple Hall, 2009.

As a youngster, Fr. George knew some of the children of his great uncle, George Scheupel:
“[He]…had at least four sons (all of whom I knew), viz. George, Libert, Joseph and Frank, and at least
one daughter, Julia.” 61 Fr. George was a second cousin to our grandfather, Leo Shiple.

Appendix
A1. Original Documents
A1.1 Georg Scheupel 1847 Bavarian Passport
This is the Bavarian passport of Georg Scheupel [S167.] requesting authorization to travel to North
America. The document was found by Reinhard Hofer in the state archives in Landshut. The cover of
the document is shown in Figure 31, and we have images of the inside pages as well.
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Letter from George J. Shiple to John Patrick Stone, 1955 (courtesy of Alva Stone).
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Figure 31. Cover of Georg Scheupel's 1847 Passport.

Following is Hofer’s translation of the document. The travel request was made in May 1847 and
granted in June 1847. This fits nicely with Georg’s arrival in Baltimore in late September 1847. The
request notes that Georg served in the military, and was a farmhand (which contradicts his occupation
of carpenter in the ship manifest). One curious item is that Georg had to attest that he would not travel
through France.
Staatsarchiv Landshut,
Source: Regional court Mallersdorf (Landgericht ä.O.), no.1182
Cover:
Acta administrativa
Of theRoyal Regional Court Mallersdorf
Concerning the Passport for Georg Scheupl from Gingkofen to North America 1847
Page 1:
Royal Government of Lower Bavaria, Chamber of the interior
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Passport for Georg Scheupel from Ginghoffen to North America
In the attachment, a prepared passport for Georg Scheupel, a farmer´s son who is single
and from Ginghoffen, is submissively and obediently presented in order to travel to
North America, with the legislative tax of 30 xr (Kreuzer). The document also states
that the same individual has served with the First Artillery Regiment and possesses an
estate of 500 f (guilders).
Mallersdorf, the 6th of May, 1847,
Signature
Page 2:
Landshut, the 10th of May, 1847
In the name of his majesty the king of Bavaria
In the attachments of the report of the 6th of this month for Georg Scheupel to
certificate his citizenship, for which legalisation the sent tax of 30 xr (Kreuzer) is. At
the same time there should be clarified, if the applicant could touch France on his travel
or not.
Signature: Royal gov. of Lower Bavaria, Chamber of the Interior.
Page 3:
Writing to the patrimonial court Laberweinting in Sallach.
Corresponding to a high Royal Government´s decision of the 10th of this month the
patrimonial court is asked as quickly as possible to get a residence certificate from the
community administration for Georg Scheupel, unmarried farmhand from Ginghoffen
and to hand it in.
Yours faithfully the Royal Regional Court Mallersdorf on May 14th, 1847.
Remark: Is most urgently to be complained the 28th of May, 1847.
Royal Government of Niederbayern (lower Bavaria), Chamber of the Interior.
According to the dearest order of 10th to 14th of last month the passport and residence
permission for Georg Scheupl from Ginghoffen is most submissively obedient handed
in and shown that he will not touch France on his travel.
The 4th of June 1847.
Handing out the passport and his residence certificate is certified by: Mallersdorf, the
19th of June 1847.
Personal signature Georg Scheupel.
Last page:
Envelope with address.
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A1.2 Sebastian Scheupel 1848 Bavarian Passport
Within the passport of Georg Scheupel discovered by Reinhard Hofer were two pages concerning
Sebastian Scheupel [S164.]. Hofer’s translation follows:
Page 1:
Protocol
Held Mallersdorf, the 10th of March, 1848 received:
Sebastian Scheubl, a farmer’s son from Gingkofen asks for a passport to travel abroad
in order to elsewhere and especially in the North American free states with other
settlers seek work and earnings. The same person identifies himself with a birth and
baptism certificate of the parish of Hainsbach which shows that he was born there on
November 1, 1808 and also testifies an official paper of the (municipal)
Armenpflegschaftsrates about his well reputation and to keep his right of residence
until he returns.
Remark at the margin:
Passport handed out on 8th of April, 1848.
Personal signature: Sebastian Scheupel
Page 2:
Finally he declares the cash ownings of an estate of 600 fl.(guilders), hence the
necessary travel costs and remarks that he is truely not willing to emigrate officially but
only to seek better earnings than he had up to now found at home.
Personal signature: Sewastian (sic!) Scheupel
Decision:
Instruction to produce the asked passport and to show to the Royal government with
this protocol and the attachments, officially stated is that Sebastian Scheubl at the
military conscription of his age group 1807 was placed back at the end of the reserve.
Signature
This document raises more questions than it answers. By Sebastian’s own account in the Wood
County history book, he emigrated from Bavarian in 1840. He married Margaret Getz in Ohio in
1847. Why would he be in Bavaria in 1848 requesting travel documents?
We have two theories. The first is that he emigrated illegally in 1840 and returned in 1848 to
straighten out his papers. There was a certificate called a “Heimatschein” that would ensure that an
emigrant could come back home and get social security in case he was sick or poor. Mr. Hofer notes
that “many emigrants tried to make sure that they could return with such a Heimatschein, claiming that
they just planned to work for a while abroad.” This theory is supported by the passage in the passport
that he “keep his right of residence until he returns.”
The second theory is that a relative was impersonating Sebastian. The motivation could have been
either to secure the Heimatschein for the real Sebastian, or to emigrate under Sebastian’s name. This
theory is supported by the fact that the personal signature of Sebastian in the emigration document is
mispelled as “Sewastian”. Mr. Hofer notes that this corresponds to the common nickname in Bavaria
for Sebastian of “Wast”. He suggests that the true Sebastian wouldn’t have used this variant, but
another person would.
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Notable by its absence is a passport record for brother Andreas, who arrived in the US with Georg in
1847. If there is a passport record for Georg, why isn’t there one for Andreas? Mr. Hofer certifies
that there is no other emigration paper for any Scheupel in the county of Mallersdorf.

A1.3 Georg and Andreas Scheupel – Ship Manifest
This is the ship manifest for entry at the Port of Baltimore on September 24, 1847. The word “do”
means ditto. The ship’s name was Johannes.
No
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Named
Georg Scheipel
Magd Zankel
Andr Scheipel
Cath. do
Cath. do
Rosina Scheipel
Andreas do

Dwelling Place Occupation Age
Kinkhofen
Carpenter
33
Weichshofen
25
Schwimmbach do
37
do
37
do
7
Schwimmbach
5
do
3/4
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Figure 32. 1847 ship manifest.

A1.4 Census Records
1850 Census: Ohio: Wood County: Middleton Township, p. 336(?):
Dwelling #865, Family #886: 62
Shiper, Andrew, age 40; male, b. in Germany; farmer; value real estate $3,000
, Catherine, age 41; female, b. in Germany
, Catherine, age 12; female, b. in Germany
, Theresa, age 9; female, b. in Germany
, Andrew, age 7, male; b. in Germany
, Mary, age 1, female; b. in Ohio
Dwelling #866, Family #887:
Shiper, Silvester, age 38; male, b. in Germany; farmer; value real estate $1,000
Dwelling #867, Family #888:
Shiper, George; age 36; male; born in Germany; farmer; value real estate $2,000
, Magdelany, age 28; female; born in Germany
, Magdelany, age 2; female, born in Ohio [called Julia]
, George, age 1/12; male; born in Ohio

1860 Census: Ohio: Wood County: Middleton Twp., p. 131-132: 63
62

The Dwelling column on the census form is labeled “Dwelling-house --- numbered in the order of visitation,” and the
Family column is labeled “Families numbered in the order of visitation.” There could be more than one family living at
the same dwelling. The fact that the three Shiper families have consecutive dwelling numbers and consecutive family
numbers indicates that they lived adjacent to each other, with each family in their own dwelling.
63
Alva Stone, May 2007: Following Andrew’s death in 1854, the next census in 1860 showed a child Andrew living with
George Scheupel’s family, and another child Mary Anna living with Sebastian Scheupel, and these two children more or
less match the names and ages of children who previously lived with Andrew Scheupel. Back in those days, when a
husband/father died, it was rare for the widow/mother to keep her children unless she remarried almost immediately; the
half-orphans were scattered out to close relatives, while she might have become a housekeeper or dressmaker to make a
modest living just for herself.
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Dwelling #992, Family #977:
Shifle, Sebastian, age 40, male, Farmer, $800 real and $200 personal, b. in Germany
, Margaret, 25, female, b. in Germany
, John, 5, male, b. in Germany [really, Ohio]
, Joseph, 3, b. in Germany [really, Ohio]
, Mary, 12, b. in Germany, in school [probably the orphaned daughter of Andrew Sr., b. Ohio]
Dwelling #1001, Family #986:
Shifle, Geo., age 50, male, Farmer, $800 real and $200 personal property; b. in Germany
, Mary, age 36, female, b. in Germany
, Andrew, 14, b. in Ohio, in school [probably the orphaned son of Andrew Sr., b. in Germany]
, Geo., 12, b. in Ohio, in school
, Julia, 11, b. in Ohio, in school
, Barbara, 7, b. in Ohio, in school
, Mary, 5, b. in Ohio
, Frank, 1, b. in Ohio

1870 Census: Ohio: Wood County: Middleton Township, p. 13-14:
Dwelling #103, Family #104:
Shipel, George; age 56; Farmer; $0(?) real and $0 personal, born in Bavaria.
, Magdeline, 47, Keeping house; born in Bavaria
, George, 20 farmer, born in Ohio
, Barbary, 15, no occupation, b. in Ohio
, Mary, 13, at home, in school, b. in Ohio
, Frank, 11, at home, in school, b. in Ohio
, Leopold (?), 9, at home, in school, b. in Ohio
, Joseph, 6, at home, in school, b. in Ohio
Dwelling #105, Family #106:
Shipel, Sylvester, age 57, Farmer, $1000 real and $200 personal, b. in Bavaria
, Margaret, age 48, Keeping house, b. in Bavaria
, John, 14, Farmer, in school, b. in Ohio
, Joseph, 12, Farmer, in school, b. in Ohio
, Katia, 10, at home, in school, b. in Ohio
, George, 7, at home, in school, b. in Ohio

1880 Census: Ohio: Wood County: Middleton Township, p. 24-25:
Supervisor’s District 1, Enumeration District 102:
Dwelling #32, Family #32:
Shipel, George, 66, Farmer, b. in Bavaria
, Magdalena, wife, 58, Housekeeper, b. in Bavaria
, Frank, son, 21, Farm laborer, b. in Ohio
, Joseph, son, 16, School, b. in Ohio
Dwelling #2, Family #2:
Shipel, Sylvester, 70, Farmer, b. in Bavaria
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, Margarett, wife, 55, Housekeeper, b. in Bavaria
, John, son, 24, Farmer, b. in Ohio
, Joseph, son, 21, Farmer laborer, Married within year, b. in Ohio
, Catharine, daughter, 19, Home, b. in Ohio
, George, son, 16, School, b. in Ohio
, Louisa, daughter-in-law, 18, Home, Married within year, b. in Ohio
p. 334A (Perrysburg Village):
Shipell, Julia, 28, unmarried; Servant; b. in Ohio, both parents b. in Germany

1900 Census: Ohio: Wood County: Perrysburg Township
Supervisor’s District 8746, Enumeration District 159, sheet 8, line 55:
Dwelling #205, Family #217
On Indiana Street:
Shiple, Magdalena, head--b. Oct 1822 in Germany, age 77, widowed; 9 children, 6 living;
immigrated 1844 [really, 1847]; home owned, free of mortgage
, Julia, daughter--b. Oct 1851 in Ohio, age 48, single; nurse, 6 months not employed
, Frank, son--b. Apr 1859 in Ohio, age 41, widowed; day laborer, 3 months not employed
, Joseph, son--b. Oct 1863 in Ohio, age 36, single; day laborer, 3 months not employed
, Barbara, daughter--b. May 1855 in Ohio, age 45, single
Kirschner, Catherine, invalid--b. Dec 1822 in Germany, age 77, widowed; 7 children, 7 living;
immigrated 1871; invalid boarder
(All can read, write, and speak English)
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A1.5 George Scheupel Will
From: Will Records, 1820-1900, of Wood County, Ohio Probate Court: v. 7, 1890, p. 272-274.
(Church of the Latter Day Saints Family History Center, microfilm no. 0409813)
______________________________________________________________
In the matter of the last }
Will and Testament of } Probate Court Wood County, Ohio
George Scheupel, Decd } May 8, 1890
An instrument of writing purporting to be the last Will and testament of George
Scheupel deceased was this day produced in open Court and filed and at the same time an application
to admit the same to Probate was made in said Court thereupon it is ordered that notice be given to the
widow and all the next of kin of said decedent, residents of Ohio, of the presentation of said will for
Probate two days prior to the day fixed for the hearing of said application which said hearing is hereby
set for the 22nd day of May 1890 at 10 o'clock AM notices issued and cause continued.
Frank M. Young, Probate Judge
The State of Ohio } Notice to Heirs
Wood County
} In Probate Court.
In the matter of the last Will and Testament of George Scheupel deceased. To.
Magdalena Scheupel. You are hereby commanded to notify Magdalena Scheupel widow, George
Scheupel, Frank Scheupel, Joseph Scheupel, Libert B. Scheupel, Julia Scheupel, Barbara Scheupel and
Mary Schrader giving at least 2 days notice. That on the 8th day of May A.D. 1890, an instrument of
writing purporting to be the last Will and testament of George Scheupel late of Perrysburg Township,
in said County, deceased, was produced in open Court, and an application to admit the same to probate
was on the same day made in said Court. Said application will be for hearing on this Court on the 22nd
day of May A.D. 1890 at 10 o'clock AM. Herein fail not, but of this writ and service thereon, make
due return.
Witness my signature as Judge of the Probate Court and the seal of said Court, this 8th
day of May 1890.
Frank M. Young, Probate Judge
The State of Ohio }
Wood County
} I, Magdalena Scheiple, being duly sworn say that about the 12 day of May
1890, I served this writ by showing this copy hereof to the following named persons, to wit George
Scheiple--he refusing to sign waiver.
Magdalene Scheupel
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th day of May 1890
Frank M. Young, Probate Judge
We the undersigned persons within named hereby acknowledge service of the written notice this day
of A.D. 1890,
Frank Shiple, Barbara E. Scheupel, Joseph Shiple, Leibert B. Scheupel, Johanna Schiple, Mary
Schrader, Magdalena Scheupel.
Last Will and Testament
I, George Schiple, of the Township of Middleton, County of Wood and State of Ohio, being about
sixty seven years of age, and being of sound and disposing mind and memory, do make Publish and
declare this my Last Will and Testament, hereby revoking and making null and void all other last wills
and testaments by me made heretofore;
First.-- My will is that all my just debts and Funeral Expenses shall be paid out of my Estate as soon
after my decease as shall be found convenient.
Second.-- I give devise and bequeath to my beloved wife Magdalena Schiple the farm on which I now
reside situate in Middleton township Wood County and state of Ohio, and lying and being in the South
East quarter of section number twenty three in the Township number one in the United States Reserve
of twelve miles square and containing about ninety five acres more or less, for and during her natural
life, and all the stock, household goods, furniture, moneys and credits, and all other goods and chattels,
which may be thereon at the time of my decease, for and during her natural life as aforesaid.
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3rd. At the decease of my beloved wife (should she survive me) the real estate aforesaid, I give and
devise to all my children then living in proportion to the service rendered by each in the faithful and
diligent service rendered on the farm during their minority;--that is to say, those of my children who
have remained at home and rendered more service to their parents than the others, shall be rewarded
with a larger share of my estate.
4th. The twenty acres on which my son George now resides I give and bequeath to his children to be
theirs after his decease. Should the 20 acres be more than his proportionate share with the rest of the
children, then he to pay the other heirs whatever the difference may be, and should the 20 acres be not
sufficient for his proportionate share, then in that case, he shall have other lands adjoining said 20
acres to the amount equal to his proportionate share, all of which I give and bequeath to his children.
In testimony whereof, I have set my hand to this my Last Will and Testament, at Perrysburg,
this thirteenth day of March in the year of Our Lord one Thousand Eight hundred and eighty one.
George Scheuple
The foregoing instrument was signed by the said George Schiple in our presence and by him published
and declared as and for his Last Will and Testament, at his request and in his presence, and in the
presence of each other we hereunto subscribe our names as attesting witnesses, at Perrysburg this 13th
day of March A.D. 1881
Thomas Walters, resides at Perrysburg
Fredrick Schwind, resides at Perrysburg
The State of Ohio } Probate of will
Wood County
} In Probate Court
Personally appeared in open Court Fred Schwind and Thomas Walters the subscribing
witnesses to the last will and Testament of George Scheipel late of Middleton township in said Wood
County, deceased; who being duly sworn according to the law to speak the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth in relation to the execution of said will, depose and says that the paper before
them bearing date the 13th day of March A.D. 1881, purporting to be the last Will and testament of
George Scheipel now deceased is the will of said deceased, that they were present at the execution of
said will and at the request of the testator respectively subscribed their names to the same as witnesses,
in his presence; that they saw the said George Scheipel deceased sign and seal said will, and heard him
acknowledge the same to be his last will and testament, and that the said George Scheupel at the time
of making, signing and sealing said will, was of full age, of sound mind and memory and not under
any restraint.
Frederick Schwind
Thomas Walters
Sworn to and subscribed by said witnesses in open Court, this 27th day of June A.D. 1890.
Frank M. Young, Probate Judge
In the matter of the Last } Probate Court
Will and Testament of } Wood County, Ohio, June 27th, 1890
George Scheupel, Decd } The last will and testament of George Scheiple late of Perrysburg was this
day presented for probate and record and it appearing that due and legal notice of the presentation of
said will had been given to the widow and all the next of kin of said decedent, residents of Ohio,
thereupon Frederick Schwind and Thomas Walters subscribing witnesses to said will came into open
Court and were duly sworn and examined according to law, and their testimony thereon was reduced
to writing and filed, and it appearing to the Court from the testimony so taken that said will was duly
executed and attested, and that at the time of executing the same said testator was of full age and
sound of mind and memory and not under any undue or unlawful restraint, the Court do now admit
said will to Probate and order the same together with the testimony so taken to be recorded according
to the statute in such cases made and provided.
Frank M. Young, Probate Judge
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A1.6 Georg Scheupel Obituary
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A1.7 Fr. George Shiple – News of Death

A1.8 Frank Shiple – Little Sisters of the Poor
Frank Shiple [S167.7] lived the last years of his life at Little Sisters of the Poor in Oregon, Ohio, about
5 miles east of Toledo. His grandson Bernie visited Little Sisters in 1993 to inquire about Frank’s life
there. Below is the letter that Bernie wrote to his children after his visit. In the letter he writes that he
never realized that Franks’ son Chester [S167.71] used the Miller greenhouse address. Bernie’s
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brother Edward [S167.722] independently made the same comment. On the other hand, Frank’s other
son Leo [S167.72] did live on the Miller property. Finally, Franks’ burial place is listed incorrectly as
Calvary Cemetery in Toledo; it should be Greenwood Cemetery, Marion, Michigan.

A1.9 Great Black Swamp of Wood County
This article is reproduced from Historic Perrysburg, Inc., copyright 2006, and can be found at
http://www.historicperrysburg.org/history/swamp.htm. It presents a vivid account of life in Wood
County during the second half of the nineteenth century, which corresponds precisely with the arrival
and the establishment of the Scheupels in Ohio.

It is hard to believe that there once lay a terrible swamp beginning in the vicinity of
South Boundary Street and running as far south as Findlay, Ohio, and east and west
from the city of Sandusky nearly to Fort Wayne, Indiana...40 miles wide and 120 miles
long. It was the Great Black Swamp, an oozing mass of water, mud, snakes, wolves,
wildcats, biting flies, and clouds of gnats and mosquitoes. It was nearly big enough to
cover the entire state of Connecticut.
Water, often up to the belly of a horse, stood on the surface until it evaporated in the
hot summer months. When it rained, or thawed in the winter, it was water and muck.
Much of the swamp was covered with an almost impenetrable forest of giant oak,
sycamore, hickory, walnut, ash, elm, maple and cottonwood trees, except in a few
prairie areas where limestone just under the surface would not support timber growth.
Not even native Indians went into the swamp except to hunt, and unless you could
follow a blazed trail, it was easy to become hopelessly lost since you could only see but
a few yards ahead.
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The swamp was created 20,000 years ago when the last glacier retreated.
The enormous weight of the mile-thick ice pack pressed down and scooped out the
earth beneath it to create a depression about 10 feet lower south of where Perrysburg
sits on the river bluff. Thereafter, until it was drained, water stood in the silted wetland
and clay in the ground prevented it from soaking in. When water was standing and
flooding conditions occurred, large fish from the Maumee River and other streams
could swim all over areas now covered by corn and soybean fields. One man in
Perrysburg told of ice skating all the way to what is now Weston, Ohio, nearly 17 miles
southwest of Perrysburg.
There was no end to the variety of sicknesses and maladies spawned from the
mosquito-infested swamp. There was cholera, typhoid and milk sickness, but chief
among them were malarial fevers generally known as "ague" for which people kept
quinine powder on the table, along with salt and pepper, to sprinkle on their food.
The fevers caused people to have chills, or the shakes, and according to a doctor of the
time it took them from three to five years to get over it. The shakes occurred from about
the first of July until the first frost. They took hold of people and literally shook them
up. The doctor wrote that so violent were the chills and shaking that when they came
on, the very bed and floor would rattle.
The Black Swamp was Ohio's last frontier, and beginning in the 1840s, it took several
generations of determined farmers to drain it and make it the rich, flat farmland of
today. What started it all was pretty much the idea of the medical profession which
believed that it was bad swamp air that caused the fevers.
They were ignorant of the fact that it was blood-sucking mosquitoes that transmitted
the disease, but at least they were on the right track. Along with this, when canals and
railroads came through here they created markets for the vast timber resources, most of
it in the swamp. And still another good reason for beginning the tremendous job of
draining the swamp was the realization that it could be done. People learned from
trying to build roads that they could dig ditches and the water would flow toward the
nearest stream of river.
Until then, early farmers tilled just the highest ground, with some effort to build
shallow, open ditches around a plot or field, or one leading to the nearest creek if
available. As more settlers came, farmers would sometime cooperate in extending their
adjoining ditches.
Finally, in 1850, the Ohio legislature passed the first law regarding government support
for drainage systems resulting in people throughout Northwest Ohio cooperating in
wide-area drainage, with ditches deep enough to drain the swamp water into Lake Erie
via the Maumee and Portage Rivers.
Individual farmers continued to dry out their fields by plowing trenches across them,
using wooden troughs laid underground, and eventually with clay tiles and pipe
introduced by European farmers.
It took back-breaking labor and construction of one of the greatest underground
drainage systems in the history of the world to create the productive farmland we now
drive by and take for granted just outside of Perrysburg.
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A2. Unconnected Shiple Branches
During the course of our genealogical research, we came across several ancestral lines that use a
family name in our line, or something similar. 64 As far as we know, these lines are not related to the
Scheupel family that emigrated from Bavaria. Below, we list these lines for curiosity sake and to
encourage future research on answering the question of whether there is a connection.
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•

Shiple: England and Middlesex County, Massachusetts, 1600 and 1700s. This is likely a
misspelling of the English name Shipley.

•

Schiple: Erie, New York

•

Scheupel: New York, New York. If this is not a misspelling, then it is likely a true relation.

•

Scheupel: Wuerttemberg, Germany, 1678

•

Shiple: Texas 1910 (Guy, Pearl, Charles, Marytta)

•

Shipley: England, Delaware, Maryland, 1600s to present. English name.

•

Schiple: St. Louis, Missouri

•

Scheipel: From Kelly Shiple, 6/11/07: I spoke with a Lydia Scheipel Cummings this evening
(lives in Poway, CA). I put two and two together from a couple of ancestry.com documents
and got lucky in finding the right person. She was born in 1929 and immigrated in 1953. She
is from Burghausen on the Austrian border. She didn’t know anything about the Scheupel
name but didn’t discount that they could be related. As it turns out, her ex-husband researched
the Scheipel name some time ago – she thinks back to the 1700s. Unfortunately, he took the
research with him and has since remarried. She doesn’t know if he still has the research but
hopes that he gave it to their son. She is going to check it out and e-mail me with her
findings… there are still 3 listings for Scheipel in Burghausen.

•

Shiple: Egypt. A search of Facebook in March 2009 returned a handful of Shiples resident in
Egypt. We contacted a Mohamed Shiple, asking if he knew the origin of his name. He simply
replied that we are not from the same family. Then we corresponded with two friends who
speak Arabic. They independently noted that the closest true Arabic name to Shiple would be
Shibl ("i" as in igloo), which means “cub” (as in lion cub). Furthermore, to Arabic speakers
"b" and "p" are the same, so "Shiple" and "Shibl" are not really different. Thus, it appears that
the Shiple name in Egypt is just a coincidence between languages.

•

Scheibel: This name appears in the German language website 65 for Zusenhofen, a town 25km
E-SE of Strasbourg, France. It explains the origin of the name of two early inhabitants of the
town, Heinrich Scheupel (1504) and Jacob Scheibel (1655): Scheibel: It's derived from
"Scheibe" which is German for something like a disk or a slab. Inhabitant in an area with
rotund shape, or is a craftsman dealing with discoidal devices, e.g., a potter. "mhd" means
'mittelhochdeutsch' which is Middle High German language, likely some older style of
German. Here, "schibe" means a sphere, ball, or disk.

We need to go back and cite our sources for these findings.
http://www.zusenhofen.de/main/geschichte/seiten/nachnamen.html. Thanks to Klaus Eckl for the translation.
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A3. Future Research
There are a few major questions that we would like to answer in the coming months and years.
1. George and Andrew families, down.
2. Sebastian’s arrival date, ship manifest.
Here are additional objectives, listed with ideas of where to find the information.
Objective: Magdalena Zankl birth, parents
Source: Zankl family book, Martinsbuch/Weichshofen/Groß/Kleinweichshofen
Comments: USA records b. 10/02/1822; Germany records 6/4/1817 in Weichshofen,
of Max Zankl and Johanna Grafenwallner
Objective: Katharina Haseneder vs. Catherine Haas
Source: birth record of her USA children
Comments: birth year matches info from Casey Haas; find Catherine's parents' names
in Casey's records to see if there is a match
Objective: Margaret Goetz origin
Source: Bamberg Archives?
Comments: Oberfranken is German for Upper Franconia, a district in northern Bayern;
Kirchehrenbach is there, and contains St. Bartholomäus
http://www.guide-to-bavaria.com/index.php?id=146781
Objective: Vitus Scheupel and his children
Source: Reissing-Hankofen, 1750-1776 birth records
Comments: Hofer already made record?
Objective: Hankofen 11 Scheupel births between 1777-1802
Source: Reissing-Hankofen, 1777-1802 birth records
Comments: Hofer already made record? No kids of Sebastian and Eva Six.
Family of Georg around 1780. Maria, 1777 daughter of Andreas.
Objective: Eva Six/Stemmer (~1734 - 1797), birth, marriage record
Source: Ittling
Comments: father N. Stemmer
Objective: Walburga, married Sebastian Scheupel ~1751, died ~1761
Source: Reissing-Hankofen 1707-1750 ?
Comments:
Objective: Jacob Scheippel birth, marriage record
Source: Hankofen 1618-1670
Comments: son Sebastian born 1710 (if Jacob born 1670, would be 40 years old);
wife Magdalena
Objective: siblings of Sebastian (b. 1710), i.e., children of Jacob
Source: Reissing-Hankofen 1707-1750
Comments:
Objective: connection with Franz Scheipl branch
Source:
Comments: first child 1790 in Peign (?); farm 1800 Haberdorn;
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need to find marriage record
Objective: children of brothers Joseph Scheipl (b. 1752),
Mathias Scheuppl (b. 1757), Sebastian Scheuppel (b. 1773)
Source: Hankofen 1777-1802?
Comments: these are the brothers (first 2 are 1/2) of our 3g grandfather Andreas
Objective: children of Joseph Scheupel (b. 1796) and marriage and sisters
Source:
Comments: unknown brother of our 2g grandfather Johann Georg
Objective: Chester Shiple’s wife, Susan Kuke, and daughter, Eliza – confirm source of information
Source: FTM database generated by Tim Shiple
Comments: No other record of this spouse or child – no recollection of existence by Mary Ann
(Shiple) Roe
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